Member Agencies:

Administration:

City of Corona

Western Municipal Water District

City of Norco

14205 Meridian Parkway

Home Gardens Sanitary District

Riverside, CA 92518

Jurupa Community Services District

(951) 5717100

Western Municipal Water District

NOTICE AND AGENDA
FOR A REGULAR MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE
WESTERN RIVERSIDE COUNTY REGIONAL WASTEWATER
AUTHORITY
(WRCRWA)
DATE/TIME: Thursday, May 26, 2022 at 1:30 PM
LOCATION: ZOOM
Pursuant to Resolution 22005, in an effort to protect public health, prevent the spread of COVID19
(coronavirus), and because state and local officials are recommending measures to promote social
distancing, the public may view this meeting virtually. Members of the public who wish to make comment
on any item within the jurisdiction of WRCRWA, or any item on the agenda, may make comments
virtually, or may submit comments at the following web address: jhansen@wmwd.com. Comments
received before 7:00 AM on May 26, 2022 will become part of the meeting record. The public may
attend this meeting via Zoom or by teleconference.
To Join Zoom virtual meeting: https://wmwd.zoom.us/j/83328866518?
pwd=L3U1UWVLRHRNZHBIZEgxZzRnRzd5dz09
or telephone access: +1 669 900 6833 or +1 213 338 8477
Meeting ID: 833 2886 6518
Passcode: 599052
Any person with a disability who requires a modification of accommodation in order to participate in
this meeting, or any person with limited English proficiency (LEP) who requires language assistance to
communicate with the WRCRWA Executive Committee or Board of Directors during this meeting,
should contact the WRCRWA Board Secretary at jhansen@wmwd.com or (951) 7895132, no fewer
than two business days prior to the this meeting to enable WRCRWA to make reasonable
arrangements to assure accessibility or language assistance for this meeting.
Pursuant to Government Code Section 54957.5, any writing that (1) is a public record; (2) relates to an
agenda item set for open session of a regular meeting of the Executive Committee or Board of
Directors; and (3) is distributed less than 72 hours prior to that meeting, will be made available for
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at the time
the Riverside,
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Pursuant to Government Code Section 54957.5, any writing that (1) is a public record; (2) relates to an
agenda item set for open session of a regular meeting of the Executive Committee or Board of
Directors; and (3) is distributed less than 72 hours prior to that meeting, will be made available for
public inspection at the time the writing is distributed to the Executive Committee or the Board of
Directors. Any such writing will be available for public inspection at the WRCRWA Administrator’s office
located at Western Municipal Water District located at 14205 Meridian Parkway, Riverside, California
92518; provided that if the WRCRWA Administrator’s office is closed when such documents are ready
to be distributed to the Executive Committee or the Board of Directors, that distribution shall be delayed
until such time as the Administrator’s office reopens.

AGENDA
1.

CALL TO ORDER/ROLL CALL

2.

PUBLIC COMMENTS

3.

ACTION
A. Adopt Resolution 22005 Reauthorizing Remote Teleconference/Virtual Meetings of the
WRCRWA Legislative Bodies for the Period of May 17, 2022 through June 15, 2022

4.

CONSENT CALENDAR
A. Consider Approval of the April 28, 2022 WRCRWA Board of Directors Meeting Minutes
B. Receive and File the WRCRWA Open Purchase Order Report dated April 30, 2022
C. Receive and File Fiscal Year 20212022 Capital Project Status as of March 31, 2022 and
Fourth Quarter Advanced Billing Report
D. Receive and File Summary of Cash and Investments as of March 31, 2022
E. Receive and File Fiscal Year 20212022 Budget Versus Actual Report for Enterprise Fund
Operating Revenues and Expenses through March 31, 2022
F. Consider Acknowledging the Transfer of Conveyance Capacity Rights from Western Municipal
Water District to the City of Corona
**End of Consent Calendar**

5.

ACTION AGENDA
A. Consider Appointment of Audit Firm for Fiscal Years 20212022 through 20232024
B. Consider Approval of a Consulting Services Contract with Dopudja & Wells Consulting for the
Development and Implementation of a Policy Framework for the Authority’s Recycled Water
Program in an Amount Not to Exceed $95,445

6.

UPDATES

7.

STAFF COMMENTS
A. Administrator’s Comments, Suggestions, and Possible Future Agenda Items
B. Board of Directors’ Comments, Suggestions, and Possible Future Agenda Items

8.

CLOSED
14205 SESSION
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A. No closed session.

7.

STAFF COMMENTS
A. Administrator’s Comments, Suggestions, and Possible Future Agenda Items
B. Board of Directors’ Comments, Suggestions, and Possible Future Agenda Items

8.

CLOSED SESSION
A. No closed session.

9.

FUTURE MEETINGS
A. WRCRWA Executive Committee – Thursday, September 8, 2022 at 1:30 p.m.
B. WRCRWA Board of Directors – Thursday, September 22, 2022 at 1:30 p.m.

10. ADJOURNMENT
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WRCRWA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Agenda Item 3.A.
May 26, 2022

TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Katherine Aleman, Chair
Fauzia Rizvi, Vice Chair
Wes Speake, Secretary-Treasurer
Jane Anderson
Tracey LaBonte
FROM:

Gary Miller, Administrator

ADOPT
RESOLUTION
22-005
RE-AUTHORIZING
REMOTE
TELECONFERENCE/VIRTUAL MEETINGS OF THE WRCRWA LEGISLATIVE
BODIES FOR THE PERIOD OF MAY 17, 2022 THROUGH JUNE 15, 2022
RECOMMENDATION:
The WRCRWA Executive Committee and the Administrator recommend that the
Board of Directors:
1. Adopt Resolution 22-005 Authorizing Remote Teleconference/Virtual Meetings of
the WRCRWA Legislative Bodies for the Period of May 17, 2022 through June 15,
2022.
BUDGET IMPACT:
Adoption of Resolution 22-005 authorizing remote teleconference/virtual meetings of
the Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority’s Board of Director and
Executive Committee should not have any financial impact on the Authority.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
On September 16, 2021, the Governor signed Assembly Bill No. 361 into law.
Assembly Bill 361 authorizes public agencies, during a State-proclaimed state of
emergency such as, but not limited to, the ongoing pandemic, fires, or earthquakes, to
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conduct public meetings through teleconferencing, and to make public meetings
accessible telephonically, or otherwise electronically, to all members of the public
seeking to observe and to make comments. Assembly Bill 361 (AB 361) requires a public
agency to make an initial finding, and further finding every 30 days thereafter, that an
emergency condition exists, and the emergency directly impacts the ability of the Board
of Directors, the Administrator, and the public to meet safely in person, or that social
distancing is recommended by a local or state agency. In the absence of a state of
emergency and continual findings by the Board of Directors, WRCRWA must return to
in-person meetings, or remote meetings that comply with the pre-existing requirements
of the Brown Act (such as making each remote location accessible to the public, as
further discussed below).
DETAIL:
Existing law, the Ralph M. Brown Act, requires, with specified exceptions, that
all meetings of a legislative body of a local agency, be open and public and that
all persons be permitted to attend and participate. The act contains specified
provisions regarding the timelines for posting an agenda and providing for the ability
of the public to directly address the legislative body on any item of interest to the public.
The act generally requires all regular and special meetings of the legislative body be
held within the boundaries of the territory over which the local agency exercises
jurisdiction, subject to certain exceptions. The act allows for meetings to occur via
teleconference subject to certain requirements, 1.) that the legislative body notice each
teleconference location of each member that will be participating in the public meeting,
2.) that each teleconference location be accessible to the public, 3.) that member of
the public be allowed to address the legislative body at each teleconference location,
4.) that the legislative body post an agenda at each teleconference location, and 5.)
that at least a quorum of the legislative body participate from locations within the
boundaries of the local agency's jurisdiction.
Executive Order No. N-29-20, which expired on September 30, 2021, suspended the
Brown Act's requirements for teleconferencing during the COVID-19 pandemic,
provided that the notice and accessibility requirements were met and members of the
public were allowed to observe and address the legislative body at the meeting.
Through September 30, 2021, WRCRWA conducted its public meetings under Executive
Order No. N-29-20. AB 361, signed into law on September 16, 2021 and taking effect
on October 1, 2021, authorizes a local agency to use teleconferencing without
complying with the teleconferencing requirements imposed by the Brown Act when a
legislative body of a local agency holds a meeting during a State-declared state of
emergency and makes the required findings regarding recommended social distancing
and/or that conducting the meeting in-person would present an imminent health and
safety risk to the attendees.
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AB 361 requires legislative bodies like WRCRWA, that hold teleconference
meetings under abbreviated teleconferencing procedures, 1.) to give notice of the
meeting and post agendas to allow member of the public to access the meeting and
address the legislative body, 2.) to give notice of the means by which members of the
public may access the meeting and offer public comment, including an opportunity for
all persons to attend via a call-in option or an internet-based service option, and 3.) to
conduct the meeting in a manner that protects the statutory and constitutional rights
of the parties and the public appearing before the legislative body. If operating under
AB 361, WRCRWA's Board of Directors is required to take no further action on agenda
items when there is disruption, which prevents WRCRWA from broadcasting the
meeting, or in the event of a disruption within WRCRWA's control, which prevents
members of the public from offering public comments, until public access is
restored. AB 361 prohibits WRCRWA from requiring public comments to be submitted
in advance of the meeting and specifies that WRCRWA must provide an opportunity for
the public to address the Board of Directors and Executive Committee and
offer comments in real time. AB 361 prohibits WRCRWA from closing the public
comment period and the opportunity to register to provide public comment, until the
public comment period has elapsed. When there is a continuing state of emergency, or
when state of local officials imposed or recommended measures to promote social
distancing, AB 361 requires WRCRWA to make specified findings not later than 30 days
after the first teleconference meeting, and to make those findings every 30 days
thereafter, in order to continue to meet under abbreviated teleconferencing
procedures.
The WRCRWA Executive Committee supported the Board of Director’s actions in
previously adopting Resolution 21-006 to authorize virtual public meetings from
December 6, 2021 through January 6, 2022; Resolution 22-001 to authorize virtual
public meetings from February 10, 2022 to March 12, 2022; and Resolution 22-002 to
authorize virtual public meetings from April 14, 2022 to May 13, 2022. Today's action,
if approved by the Executive Committee and adopted by the Board of Directors on May
26, 2022 will allow WRCRWA to conduct virtual public meetings through June 15, 2022.
If the adoption is Resolution 22-005 is recommended today, the Administrator will
return to the Board of Directors at its next regularly scheduled meeting with a resolution
for the Board of Directors' consideration to continue conducting public meetings under
AB361.

Gary Miller, Administrator
Attachment(s):
1. Resolution 22-005
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Attachment 1

RESOLUTION 22-005
RESOLUTION OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
THE WESTERN RIVERSIDE COUNTY REGIONAL
WASTEWATER AUTHORITY AUTHORIZING REMOTE
TELECONFERENCE/VIRTUAL MEETINGS OF THE
WRCRWA LEGISLATIVE BODIES FOR THE PERIOD
OF MAY 17, 2022 THROUGH JUNE 15, 2022
WHEREAS, the Board of Directors of the WESTERN RIVERSIDE
COUNTY REGIONAL WASTEWATER AUTHORITY (“WRCRWA”) is committed to
preserving

and

nurturing

public

access

and

participation

in

meetings of the Executive Committee and the Board of Directors;
and
WHEREAS, meetings of the Board of Directors and Executive
Committee

(collectively,

“Legislative

Bodies”)

are

open

and

public, as required by the Ralph M. Brown Act (Government Code
Sections 54950 – 54963); and
WHEREAS,

the

Brown

Act

makes

provisions

for

remote

teleconferencing participation subject to the existence of certain
conditions. A required condition is that a state of emergency is
declared by the Governor. It is further required that state or
local officials have imposed or recommended measures to promote
social distancing, or, meeting in person would present imminent
risks to the health and safety of attendees; and
WHEREAS, such conditions now exist, specifically, on March 4,
2020, the Governor proclaimed a State of Emergency to exist in
California as a result of the threat of COVID-19. In addition,
state officials have issued orders imposing or recommending social
distancing measures, specifically, the California Department of
Public Health has stated that one of the steps that can be taken
to slow the spread of COVID-19 is to: “Stay at least 6 feet away
from others, whenever possible. This is called social distancing.
This is very important in preventing the spread of COVID-19;” and
7
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WHEREAS,

A consequence of the State of Emergency and the

social distancing recommendations mentioned above, WRCRWA shall
conduct

its

Board

and

Executive

Committee

meetings

without

compliance with Government Code Section 54953(b)(3), as authorized
by Government Code Section 54953(e), and that such Legislative
Bodies shall comply with the requirements to provide the public
with access to the meetings as prescribed in Government Code
Section 54953(e)(2); and
WHEREAS, as permitted under Assembly Bill 361 (AB 361), WRCRWA
will provide the public with the ability to view Board of Directors
and Executive Committee meetings online and virtually. Members of
the public who wish to provide comment may make comments virtually.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Board of Directors of
the WESTERN RIVERSIDE COUNTY REGIONAL WASTEWATER AUTHORITY as
follows:
Section 1. The Recitals in this Resolution are true and
correct and the Board of Directors so finds, determines, and
represents. Said Recitals are incorporated herein and made a part
of this Resolution.
Section

2.

The

Legislative

Bodies,

as

well

as

the

Administrator or his designee, are hereby authorized and directed
to take all action necessary to carry out the intent and purpose
of this Resolution including, conducting open and public meetings
in accordance with Government Code Section 54953(e) and other
applicable provisions of the Brown Act.
Section 3. This Resolution shall take effect immediately upon
its adoption and shall be effective until the earlier of: (a) June
15, 2022; or (b) such time as the Board of Directors adopts a
subsequent resolution in accordance with Government Code Section
54953(e)(3) to extend the time during which Legislative Bodies may
continue to teleconference without compliance with Government Code
Section 54953(b)(3).
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Section 4. If any section, subsection, clause or phrase in
this Resolution is for any reason held invalid, the validity of
the remainder of this Resolution shall not be affected thereby.
The Board of directors hereby declares that it would have passed
this Resolution and each section, subsection, sentence, clause, or
phrase thereof, irrespective of the fact that one or more sections,
subsections, sentences, clauses or phrases or the application
thereof be held invalid.
ADOPTED this 26th DAY OF MAY, 2022.
WESTERN RIVERSIDE COUNTY REGIONAL
WASTEWATER AUTHORITY

____________________________
KATHERINE ALEMAN
Chair

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a full, true and correct
copy of Resolution 22-005 adopted by the Board of Directors of
WESTERN RIVERSIDE COUNTY REGIONAL WASTEWATER AUTHORITY at a
regular meeting held May 26, 2022.

______________________________
WES SPEAKE
Secretary-Treasurer
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Agenda Item 4.A.
MINUTES
WESTERN RIVERSIDE COUNTY REGIONAL WASTEWATER AUTHORITY (WRCRWA)
REGULAR BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
April 28, 2022
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT
Katherine Aleman, Chair
Chad Blais
Fauzia Rizvi, Vice Chair
Craig Miller
Derek Kawaii
Laura Roughton
Wes Speake
Tracey LaBonte
Colin Burns
Jane Anderson
Chander Letulle

REPRESENTING
City of Norco
City of Norco
Western Municipal Water District
Western Municipal Water District
Western Municipal Water District
Western Municipal Water District
City of Corona
Home Gardens Sanitary District
Home Gardens Sanitary District
Jurupa Community Services District
Jurupa Community Services District

OTHERS PRESENT
Gary Miller
James Ciampa
Jayne Hansen
Allison Clark
Anthony Budicin
David Yang
Lisa Dougherty
Michael Snow
Paul Rugge
Sonia Huff
Spencer Fierro
Tony Pollak
Veronica Zheng
Zuzanna Rand
Tom Moody
Jeffrey Sims
Chris Berch
Alberto Acevedo
Josh Cosper
Mark Thomas

Administrator
WRCRWA Legal Counsel
Board Secretary
Western Municipal Water District
Western Municipal Water District
Western Municipal Water District
Western Municipal Water District
Western Municipal Water District
Western Municipal Water District
Western Municipal Water District
Western Municipal Water District
Western Municipal Water District
Western Municipal Water District
Western Municipal Water District
City of Corona
Home Gardens Sanitary District
Jurupa Community Services District
CDM Smith
City of Corona
City of Corona

1. CALL TO ORDER/ROLL CALL
The Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority (WRCRWA) Board of
Directors meeting was held via Zoom, as a Video and/or Teleconference, and was
called to order at 1:33 PM by the Chair.
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The Board Secretary took attendance via Roll Call and four Member Agencies were
present:
Member Agency
City of Norco
Home Gardens Sanitary District
Jurupa Community Services District
Western Municipal Water District
City of Corona was absent upon roll call.
2. PUBLIC COMMENTS
There was no public comment.
3. ACTION
ADOPT RESOLUTION 22-002 RE-AUTHORIZING REMOTE TELECONFERENCE/ VIRTUAL
MEETINGS OF THE WRCRWA LEGISLATIVE BODIES FOR THE PERIOD OF APRIL 14, 2022
THROUGH MAY 13, 2022
Legal Counsel Ciampa discussed Assembly Bill 361, allowing WRCRWA to conduct
meetings of its legislative bodies (i.e., the WRCRWA Board of Directors and Executive
Committee) remotely without compliance with certain Brown Act teleconferencing
requirements and to provide the public with the ability to attend those meetings and
to make public comments virtually. Legal Counsel Ciampa further clarified that
Resolution 22-002 will be effective immediately, upon its adoption, and will apply for
the period of April 14, 2022 through May 13, 2022.
Legal Counsel Ciampa noted he will work with the Administrator regarding meetings
in May to determine if continuing resolutions are needed.
Director Aleman moved and Director Rizvi seconded to:
1.

Adopt Resolution 22-002 authorizing remote teleconference/virtual meetings of
the Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority’s Board of Directors
and Executive Committee.

A vote on the motion was taken by roll call:
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Member Agency
City of Corona
City of Norco
Home Gardens Sanitary District
Jurupa Community Services District
Western Municipal Water District

Vote
Absent
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Motion carried 4 to 0 with City of Corona being absent.
THAT THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
1.
Adopted Resolution 22-002 authorizing remote teleconference/virtual
meetings of the Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority’s
Board of Directors and Executive Committee.

4. CONSENT CALENDAR
A. CONSIDER APPROVAL OF THE FEBRUARY 24, 2022 WRCRWA BOARD OF
DIRECTORS MEETING MINUTES
B. CONSIDER APPROVAL OF THE MARCH 29, 2022 WRCRWA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
SPECIAL MEETING MINUTES
C. RECEIVE AND FILE THE OPERATIONS REPORT FOR DECEMBER 2021 THROUGH
JANUARY 2022
Director Aleman moved and Director Rizvi seconded to:
1. Approve the consent calendar with no changes.
A vote on the motion was taken by roll call:
Member Agency
City of Corona
City of Norco
Home Gardens Sanitary District
Jurupa Community Services District
Western Municipal Water District

Vote
Absent
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Motion carried 4 to 0 with City of Corona being absent.
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THAT THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
1.
Approved the minutes of the February 24, 2022 WRCRWA Board of Directors
Meeting;
2.
Approved the minutes of the March 29, 2022 WRCRWA Board of Directors
Special Meeting Minutes;
3.
Received and Filed the Operations Report for December 2021 Through January
2022.
1.
5. ACTION AGENDA
A. CONSIDER ELECTION OF OFFICERS
Legal Counsel Ciampa explained the City of Corona recently appointed
Mayor Wes Speake as Corona’s WRCRWA Board Representative. With this
change, it has become necessary to elect a Secretary-Treasurer beginning
today through June 30, 2022 to replace former Director Tom Moody, as he is no
longer on the Board of Directors and therefore is not eligible to continue to
serve as Secretary-Treasurer. Legal Counsel Ciampa added that officers also
need to be elected for the next one-year term beginning July 1, 2022.
Director Katherine Aleman suggested keeping the current rotation of officers in
place with Wes Speake replacing Tom Moody as Secretary-Treasurer as the
Director representing City of Corona.
Following discussion, Director Rizvi moved and Director Aleman seconded to:
1. Elect Wes Speake as Secretary-Treasurer of the WRCRWA Board of Directors
effective April 28, 2022 through June 30, 2022.
A vote on the motion was taken by roll call:
Member Agency
City of Corona
City of Norco
Home Gardens Sanitary District
Jurupa Community Services District
Western Municipal Water District
13
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* Director from Corona arrived during consideration of this item. Motion
carried unanimously.
THAT THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
1.
Elected Wes Speake as Secretary-Treasurer of the WRCRWA Board of Directors
effective April 28, 2022 through June 30, 2022.

The election of officers continued. Director Speake moved and Director Rizvi
seconded to:
1. Elect Katherine Aleman as Chair, Fauzia Rizvi as Vice Chair, and Wes Speake
as Secretary-Treasurer of the WRCRWA Board of Directors for the term
effective July 1, 2022 through June 30, 2023:
A vote on the motion was taken by roll call:
Member Agency
City of Corona
City of Norco
Home Gardens Sanitary District
Jurupa Community Services District
Western Municipal Water District

Vote
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Motion carried unanimously.
THAT THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
1.
Elected Katherine Aleman as Chair, Fauzia Rizvi as Vice Chair, and Wes Speak
as Secretary-Treasurer of the WRCRWA Board of Directors for the term effective
July 1, 2022 through June 30, 2023.

B.

RECEIVE AND FILE THE ANNUAL ODOR CONTROL PRACTICES REPORT FOR
CALENDAR YEAR 2021
Allison Clark, Management Analyst, presented the report containing
information related to odor control system performance and odor related
activities that occurred during calendar year 2021. The Treatment Plant has
had a full year of compliance with its permits.
Director Rizvi moved and Director LaBonte seconded to:
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1. Receive and file the Annual Odor Control Practices Report for the Period of
January to December 2021.
A vote on the motion was taken by roll call:
Member Agency
City of Corona
City of Norco
Home Gardens Sanitary District
Jurupa Community Services District
Western Municipal Water District

Vote
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Motion carried unanimously.
THAT THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
1.
Received and filed the Annual Odor Control Practices Report for the Period of
January to December 2021.

C.

CONSIDER AUTHORIZING THE ADMINISTRATOR TO INCREASE PURCHASE ORDER
5701 WITH UNIVAR SOLUTIONS BY $72,000 FOR PROCUREMENT OF SODIUM
BISULFITE AND SODIUM HYDROXIDE
Tony Pollak presented a Chemicals Update PowerPoint explaining chemicals
used by the Treatment Plant and recent challenges to the availability of
obtaining chemicals. Tony Pollak reported Univar Solutions has been the most
reliable supplier of chemicals this past year and is now offering the lowest price.
Tony Pollak explained based on performance, reliability and price, the
Administrator is seeking approval to increase the purchase order to buy sodium
bisulfite and sodium hydroxide from Univar Solutions for the rest of the fiscal
year.
Director Rizvi moved and Director Aleman seconded to:
1. Authorize the Administrator to increase purchase order 5701 for Univar
Solutions by the amount of $72,000, bringing the total purchase order to
$132,000 for procurement of sodium bisulfite and sodium hydroxide.
A vote on the motion was taken by roll call:
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Member Agency
City of Corona
City of Norco
Home Gardens Sanitary District
Jurupa Community Services District
Western Municipal Water District

Vote
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Motion carried unanimously.

THAT THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
1.
Authorized the Administrator to increase purchase order 5701 for Univar Solutions
by the amount of $72,000, bringing the total purchase order to $132,000 for
procurement of sodium bisulfite and sodium hydroxide.

D. CONSIDER APPROVAL OF FISCAL YEAR 2022-2023 BUDGET, ADOPTION OF
RESOLUTION 22-004 ESTABLISHING RATES TO BE CHARGED FOR CONVEYANCE,
TREATMENT AND DISPOSAL OF WASTEWATER, AND GIVE THE ADMINISTRATOR
AUTHORITY TO OPEN ANNUAL PURCHASE ORDERS
Administrator Gary Miller gave an introduction to the budget process for FY
2022-2023 noting the budget process takes two to three months to complete
and is led by Veronica Zheng and Lisa Dougherty. Veronica Zheng presented
a PowerPoint describing highlights of the proposed budget for the next fiscal
year. Veronica Zheng reported chemicals, energy, and insurance costs are
having a large impact on the budget while labor costs are down.
Tom Moody asked if WRCRWA paid re-entry fees to Southern California Edison
(SCE). Allison Clark replied that a re-entry fee is expected, and that SCE made
a recommendation to the state utility board and is waiting for a response.
Veronica Zheng explained rate calculations and contributions for each
Member Agency noting that the Debt Service Budget is static compared to last
year.
Following the presentation, Administrator Miller opened the discussion for
questions and answers.
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Director Rizvi asked about the budget approval process and if there are more
steps. Veronica Zheng explained that the budget is an informational item to be
presented to the Member Agency Boards, and that if adopted today, this
recommended budget will be the budget for Fiscal Year 2023.
Director Aleman asked if cost-of-living adjustment (COLA) is included in the
labor costs and Veronica Zheng confirmed that COLA is included.
Director Speake moved and Director Rizvi seconded to:
1. Adopt the proposed Fiscal Year 2022-2023 Budget (Operating, Debt
Service, and Capital), along with new rates consistent with the budget
figures;
2. Adopt Resolution 22-004, Establishing Rates to be Charged for
Conveyance, Treatment, and Disposal of Wastewater;
3. Direct Member Agencies to present this Fiscal Year 2022-2023 Budget to
their governing boards for approval; and
4. Authorize the Administrator to open annual purchase orders, totaling
$2,403,000, for Fiscal Year 2022-2023 that exceed the $60,000 Board
approved purchase authorization limit of the Administrator.
A vote on the motion was taken by roll call:
Member Agency
City of Corona
City of Norco
Home Gardens Sanitary District
Jurupa Community Services District
Western Municipal Water District

Vote
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Motion carried unanimously.
THAT THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
1.
Adopted the proposed Fiscal Year 2022-2023 Budget (Operating, Debt Service,
and Capital), along with new rates consistent with the budget figures;
2.
Adopted Resolution 22-004, establishing rates to be charged for conveyance,
treatment, and disposal of wastewater;
3.
Directed Member Agencies to present this Fiscal Year 2022-2023 Budget to their
governing boards for approval; and
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4.

Authorized the Administrator to open annual purchase orders, totaling
$2,403,000, for Fiscal Year 2022-2023 that exceed the $60,000 Board approved
purchase authorization limit of the Administrator.

E. CONSIDER THE APPROVAL OF AMENDMENT NO.1 OF A COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT
FOR UTILITY MODIFICATIONS BETWEEN THE CITY OF CORONA, WESTERN RIVERSIDE
COUNTY REGIONAL WASTEWATER AUTHORITY, AND WESTERN MUNICIPAL WATER
DISTRICT FOR THE MCKINLEY STREET GRADE SEPARATION PROJECT
Sonia Huff reported the City of Corona awarded a construction contract in
November 2021 to construct a new bridge over the existing BNSF Railroad, and
Arlington Flood Control Channel along McKinley Street. Sonia Huff explained
WRCRWA and Western Municipal Water District sewer facilities require
modifications to accommodate construction of this bridge, and the existing
agreement with the City of Corona includes these improvements as part of the
construction agreement. Sonia Huff reported an amendment is needed to
account for actual bid costs being higher than the initial estimated cost in the
original Cooperative Agreement that was approved by WRCRWA’s Board on
May 27, 2021, with the understanding that Western will pay these costs because
the facilities that are being relocated solely serve Western’s service area.
Director Aleman moved and Director Rizvi seconded to:
1. Approve Amendment No. 1 to the Cooperative Agreement between the
City of Corona, Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority,
and Western Municipal Water District for the McKinley Street Grade
Separation Project.
A vote on the motion was taken by roll call:
Member Agency
City of Corona
City of Norco
Home Gardens Sanitary District
Jurupa Community Services District
Western Municipal Water District
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Motion carried 4 to 0 with City of Corona abstaining.

THAT THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
1.
Approved Amendment No. 1 to the Cooperative Agreement between the
City of Corona, Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority,
and Western Municipal Water District for the McKinley Street Grade
Separation Project.

F. CONSIDER APPROVAL OF A DESIGN SERVICES CONTRACT WITH CDM SMITH FOR
THE DESIGN OF THE TEMESCAL SIPHON IMPROVEMENTS IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO
EXCEED $126,760
Sonia Huff reported the Temescal Siphon Improvements Project will replace the
upstream structure of the siphon facility as this structure is showing severe
corrosion issues and replacement is necessary to maintain safe and reliable
conveyance of the wastewater from the east side of the area into the west. Sonia
Huff explained the Temescal Siphon receives mostly domestic sewage flow from
Western Municipal Water District, Home Gardens Sanitary District, City of Norco,
and City of Corona. Sonia Huff stated this request is to approve a budget for $1.5
million for the improvements and to authorize $126,760 for Professional
Engineering Services required for engineering design services of the Temescal
Siphon Improvements Project.
Director Aleman asked where the funds for the project are allocated in the
budget. Sonia Huff responded the project is included in the Operations and
Maintenance fund as Asset Replacement of Current Infrastructure.
Director Aleman requested an update on asset replacement for the Board.
Administrator Miller noted Chris Fike will be asked to present an update on
Enterprise Asset Management in the Fall.
Director Rizvi asked how replacements are prioritized. Administrator Miller
explained a ranking system based on conditions and remaining useful life.
Director Letulle asked if there is an asset replacement reserve for the conveyance
system. Veronica Zheng affirmed there is a reserve and added that Treatment
versus Conveyance is tracked separately.
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Director Rizvi moved and Director Speake seconded to:
1.
2.

Approve a budget of $1,500,000 for the Temescal Siphon Improvements
Project and
Authorize the Administrator to execute a professional services contract and
open a purchase order with CDM Smith for an amount not-to-exceed
$126,760 for engineering design services and engineering support services
during construction for the Temescal Siphon Improvements Project (W-301).

A vote on the motion was taken by Roll Call:
Member Agency
City of Corona
City of Norco
Home Gardens Sanitary District
Jurupa Community Services District
Western Municipal Water District

Vote
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Motion carried unanimously.
THAT THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
1.

Approved a budget of $1,500,000 for the Temescal Siphon Improvements
Project and
Authorized the Administrator to execute a professional services contract and
open a purchase order with CDM Smith for an amount not-to-exceed $126,760
for engineering design services and engineering support services during
construction for the Temescal Siphon Improvements Project (W-301).

2.

G. CONSIDER ADOPTION OF RESOLUTION 22-003 RECOGNIZING TINA BARBER FOR
HER YEARS OF DEDICATED SERVICE AS WRCRWA'S BOARD SECRETARY
Administrator Miller spoke about Tina Barber’s 10 years of excellent service to
WRCRWA and the WRCRWA Board of Directors, and read Resolution 22-003 out
loud highlighting many of Tina Barber’s accomplishments. Several Directors
expressed appreciation and well wishes to Tina Barber in her retirement.
Director Aleman moved and Director Anderson seconded to:
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1. Adopt Resolution 22-003 Recognizing Tina Barber for Her Years of Dedicated
Service as WRCRWA's Board Secretary
A vote on the motion was taken by Roll Call:
Member Agency
City of Corona
City of Norco
Home Gardens Sanitary District
Jurupa Community Services District
Western Municipal Water District

Vote
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Motion carried unanimously.

THAT THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
1.
Adopted Resolution 22-003 recognizing Tina Barber for her years of
dedicated service as WRCRWA’s Board Secretary.
6. UPDATES
A. AQMD
Anthony Budicin reported a letter was submitted to AQMD in December 2021
requesting a permit be issued for odor mitigation projects, and no permits have
been issued yet. Anthony Budicin will continue to follow up with AQMD and is
consulting with legal counsel regarding more ways to reach out to AQMD. Sonia
Huff added that the odor mitigation projects are 56 days into the work schedule
with completion slated to be done in August 2023. Sonia Huff reported
excavation is expected in June with construction moving forward and that
project managers are hoping to get the permit soon.
B.

RECYCLED WATER SUBCOMMITTEE
Tom Moody, Subcommittee Chair, reported he is working with Administrator
Miller and a Consultant, Paul Jones of Dopudja and Wells Consulting to get a
proposal and scope for a recycled water plan. Tom Moody noted a first
meeting was held with the firm to get everyone on same page for a long-term
plan and gave feedback on the draft proposal. Tom Moody said he and
Administrator Miller will bring a proposal to the Recycled Water Subcommittee.
Administrator Miller noted items have been identified to be resolved and that
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the next Executive Committee Meeting will be dedicated to the Recycled
Water Project.
C. OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
Michael Snow reported operations and maintenance of the WRCRWA
Treatment Plant are running smoothly. Recent activity included cleaning and
inspection of Bioreactor #2 in preparation for current Corona flow.
7. STAFF COMMENTS
A. ADMINISTRATOR’S COMMENTS, SUGGESTIONS, AND POSSIBLE FUTURE AGENDA
ITEMS
Administrator Miller reported that he attended a presentation by Marc
Johnson, a University of Missouri professor/researcher who invited WRCRWA to
provide a wastewater sample for analysis of the presence of COVID and SARS
lineage variants. Administrator Miller noted WRCRWA would have a deidentification agreement for confidentiality and the cost of providing one
sample the size of a cup would be minimal. The Administrator recommended
participation for the greater good of the community and stated Western
Municipal Water District’s WWRF (Western Water Recycling Facility) is going to
participate. If there is no objection from the WRCRWA Board, Administrator
Miller recommended that we move forward with this request. No objections
were expressed by the Board.
Administrator Miller reported the Local Limits Study Review has been sent out to
the Technical Designees for the Member Agencies and that comments are due
back tomorrow, April 29.
Administrator Miller announced Don Gehnert from the Mechanical Services
Team received an award from the California Water Environmental Association
(CWEA) as a Mechanical Technologist of the Year for the Mechanical Section.
Administrator Miller remarked that Don Gehnert has made significant
improvements in the solar dryer and other workings in the treatment plant.
B. BOARD MEMBERS’ COMMENTS, SUGGESTIONS, AND POSSIBLE FUTURE AGENDA
Director Aleman suggested a nine-month timeline for the Local Limits Study if
feasible in the future. Director Aleman noted we want to make sure our process
is reasonable in getting equipment and technology and would like to see
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recommendations Included in the final document. Director Aleman requested
the final draft be shared with the Member Agencies before going to the
Regional Water Quality Control Board.
Director Aleman remarked she is happy to see progress made on the recycled
water program.
8. CLOSED SESSION
No closed session.
9. FUTURE MEETINGS
A. WRCRWA Executive Committee Special Meeting – Recycled Water – Tuesday,
May 17, 2022 at 2 p.m.
B.

WRCRWA Board of Directors – Thursday, May 26, 2022, 1:30 p.m.

8. ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business to come before the Board of Directors, the meeting
adjourned at 3:18 p.m.
MINUTES APPROVED:
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____________________________
KATHERINE ALEMAN
Chair - Board of Directors

WRCRWA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Agenda Item 4.B.
May 26, 2022

TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Katherine Aleman, Chair
Fauzia Rizvi, Vice Chair
Wes Speake, Secretary-Treasurer
Jane Anderson
Tracey LaBonte
FROM:

Gary Miller, Administrator

RECEIVE AND FILE THE WRCRWA OPEN PURCHASE ORDER REPORT DATED
APRIL 30, 2022
RECOMMENDATION:
The Administrator recommends that the Board of Directors:
1. Receive and file the WRCRWA Open Purchase Order Report dated April 30, 2022.
BUDGET IMPACT:
No budget increase is necessary for the proposed action.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The WRCRWA Open Purchase Order Report dated April 30, 2022 is an attachment to
this memo and provides Member Agencies with an overview of WRCRWA’s open
purchase orders as of the report date.
DETAIL:
The first page of the WRCRWA Open Purchase Order Report describes general
purchase order information. Subsequent pages comprise the report, and provide:
1. A summary of WRCRWA’s largest open purchase orders created recently;
2. A summary of WRCRWA’s largest 25 open purchase orders (regardless of the
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purchase order creation date); and
3. A summary of WRCRWA’s open purchase orders sorted alphabetically by Buyer
Name.

Gary Miller
Administrator
Attachment(s):
1. WRCRWA Open Purchase Order Report
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Attachment 1

WRCRWA Open Purchase Order Report
The following pages present the WRCRWA Open Purchase Order (PO) report dated May 26, 2022. PO’s are color-coded in blue if 80% or more of
the PO amount has been expended. The WRCRWA Open PO report presents the following information:
• Page 1 is a listing of WRCRWA’s largest open POs created in roughly the last 60 days, sorted by descending total PO amount.
• Page 2 is a listing of WRCRWA’s 25 largest open POs (regardless of when created), sorted by descending remaining PO amount.
• Pages 3 and on is a listing of all open WRCRWA POs, sorted in alphabetical buyer name order.
Only open POs are presented in this report. POs will be closed by the system when paid to zero, or are closed manually if the Buyer requests the
PO be closed prior to all funds being expended.
PO Codes used in the Open PO report are defined as follows:
•

AAG: Annual (or Blanket) PO is used for routine anticipated purchases throughout the Fiscal Year (ex. Chemicals, Hauling, Fuel).

•

MAT: Material PO is used when tangible goods are ordered and the goods must be received following delivery.

•

SER: Service PO is used when a vendor provides a Service.

•

CNF: Confirming PO is used when materials have already been received or service has been completed in advance of issuing a purchase
order (most often used for emergencies).
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WRCRWA
Largest Open POs Created Since February 28, 2022 (by Descending PO Amount)
As of: April 30, 2022
= PO is 80% or more complete
PO #

6023
6132
6096
6110
6095
6183
6081
6017
6038
6111
6016
6154
6133
6018
6029
6043

Revision PO
#
Code

Buyer

Vendor

Number

Vendor Name

Creation
Date

PO

(A)

Paid

Amount

(B)

Amount

(A-B)
PO Balance
04/30/22

0

SER

Sonia Huff

10285

SCW CONTRACTING CORPORATION

03/09/2022

$4,351,203.00

$0.00

$4,351,203.00

0

SER

Maribel Arimas

5383

BLACK & VEATCH CORP

04/12/2022

$34,900.00

$0.00

$34,900.00

0

MAT

Mike Snow

9614

CORTECH ENGINEERING

03/31/2022

$17,603.40

$0.00

$17,603.40

0

SER

Maribel Arimas

5383

BLACK & VEATCH CORP

04/05/2022

$15,080.00

$0.00

$15,080.00

0

MAT

Mike Snow

9614

CORTECH ENGINEERING

03/31/2022

$12,026.70

$0.00

$12,026.70

0

MAT

Mike Snow

8731

DON PETERSON CONTRACTING, INC

04/28/2022

$9,667.00

$0.00

$9,667.00

0

MAT

Scott Page

10086

BAY CITY INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY

03/28/2022

$9,616.73

$0.00

$9,616.73

0

MAT

Mike Snow

5024

HARRINGTON INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS

03/08/2022

$9,235.08

$0.00

$9,235.08

0

MAT

Mike Snow

5196

WESTECH ENGINEERING, LLC

03/14/2022

$8,065.75

$7,966.50

$99.25

0

MAT

Mike Snow

9555

CORE-ROSION PRODUCTS

04/05/2022

$7,740.88

$0.00

$7,740.88

0

MAT

Mike Snow

5024

HARRINGTON INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS

03/08/2022

$7,105.79

$0.00

$7,105.79

0

SER

Scott Page

9831

ON POWER INDUSTRIES LLC

04/19/2022

$6,025.00

$0.00

$6,025.00

0

MAT

Mike Snow

10086

BAY CITY INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY

04/12/2022

$3,762.21

$3,735.06

$27.15

0

MAT

Mike Snow

8556

ANALYTICAL TECHNOLOGY, INC

03/08/2022

$3,601.88

$3,564.49

$37.39

0

MAT

Mike Snow

10291

PATTEN SYSTEMS, INC.

03/10/2022

$1,745.99

$1,719.65

$26.34

0

MAT

Scott Page

9446

APGN INC.

03/15/2022

WRCRWA's largest POs created from February 28, 2022 to April 30, 2022
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$1,050.56

$4,498,429.97

$0.00

$

16,985.70

$1,050.56

$ 4,481,444.27

%
Complete
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
98.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
99.3%
99.0%
98.5%
0.0%
0.4%
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WRCRWA
Listing of Top 25 Open Purchase Orders by PO Balance (descending order)
As of: April 30, 2022
= PO is 80% or more complete
PO #

5925
6023
5883
5601
5816
5602
4999
5754
5924
5786
5810
5297
5795
5751
5827
5742
5741
5828
5744
5743
6132
5826
5703
5223
5960

Revision PO
#
Code

Buyer

Vendor

Number

Vendor Name

(A)
PO

Creation

(B)
Paid

Amount

Date

Amount

(A-B)
PO Balance
04/30/22

0

SER

Zuzanna Rand

7616

PACIFIC HYDROTECH CORP

02/08/2022

$6,719,380.00

$199,800.00

$6,519,580.00

0

SER

Sonia Huff

10285

SCW CONTRACTING CORPORATION

03/09/2022

$4,351,203.00

$0.00

$4,351,203.00

0

SER

Zuzanna Rand

7420

DUDEK

01/26/2022

$773,000.00

$46,377.83

$726,622.17

2

SER

Sonia Huff

7420

DUDEK

06/25/2021

$395,750.00

$13,283.88

$382,466.12

1

AAG

Mike Snow

7761

OLIN CORPORATION

11/03/2021

$400,000.00

$204,747.22

$195,252.78

2

SER

Sonia Huff

9729

JACOBS ENGINEERING GROUP INC.

06/25/2021

$177,459.00

$13,670.50

$163,788.50

3

SER

Sonia Huff

1158

ALBERT A WEBB ASSOCIATES

04/05/2019

$414,011.00

$295,403.03

$118,607.97

0

AAG

Dean Standing Warrior

3150

ROYAL WHOLESALE

07/08/2021

$85,000.00

$809.87

$84,190.13

0

SER

Zuzanna Rand

9247

SKM ENGINEERING LLC

02/08/2022

$61,700.00

$0.00

$61,700.00

0

SER

Gary Miller

1019

BEST BEST & KRIEGER

08/18/2021

$60,000.00

$1,509.70

$58,490.30

0

SER

Mallory Gandara

9177

WEST YOST ASSOCIATES, INC

10/27/2021

$69,810.00

$14,850.02

$54,959.98

1

SER

Sonia Huff

9247

SKM ENGINEERING LLC

04/10/2020

$55,340.00

$2,970.00

$52,370.00

0

AAG

Gary Miller

10195

LAGERLOF, LLP

09/02/2021

$60,000.00

$9,748.50

$50,251.50

0

AAG

Dean Standing Warrior

9247

SKM ENGINEERING LLC

07/08/2021

$50,000.00

$735.00

$49,265.00

0

MAT

Mike Snow

9614

CORTECH ENGINEERING

12/17/2021

$48,833.45

$0.00

$48,833.45

0

AAG

Mike Snow

9609

PENCCO, INC.

07/08/2021

$140,000.00

$95,072.83

$44,927.17

0

AAG

Mike Snow

7161

SOLENIS LLC

07/08/2021

$463,000.00

$418,837.99

$44,162.01

0

SER

Mike Snow

4251

CALIFORNIA BOILER INC

12/22/2021

$59,088.35

$15,480.06

$43,608.29

0

AAG

Mike Snow

1017

BABCOCK LABORATORIES,INC

07/08/2021

$120,000.00

$78,168.06

$41,831.94

0

AAG

Mike Snow

5407

SYNAGRO WEST, LLC

07/08/2021

$260,000.00

$222,471.51

$37,528.49

0

SER

Maribel Arimas

5383

BLACK & VEATCH CORP

04/12/2022

$34,900.00

$0.00

$34,900.00

0

SER

Sonia Huff

1158

ALBERT A WEBB ASSOCIATES

12/15/2021

$45,782.00

$13,792.79

$31,989.21

0

AAG

Tony Pollak

7109

TRUSSELL TECHNOLOGIES, INC

07/02/2021

$48,472.00

$21,252.50

$27,219.50

4

SER

Sonia Huff

9729

JACOBS ENGINEERING GROUP INC.

10/21/2019

$300,916.00

$274,649.17

$26,266.83

0

MAT

Mike Snow

9555

CORE-ROSION PRODUCTS

02/17/2022

$31,884.75

$7,246.20

$24,638.55

WRCRWA's top 25 POs (by descending PO balance)
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$

15,225,529.55

$

1,950,876.66

$ 13,274,652.89

%
Complete
3.0%
0.0%
6.0%
3.4%
51.2%
7.7%
71.4%
1.0%
0.0%
2.5%
21.3%
5.4%
16.2%
1.5%
0.0%
67.9%
90.5%
26.2%
65.1%
85.6%
0.0%
30.1%
43.8%
91.3%
22.7%
12.8%
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WRCRWA
Listing of All Open Purchase Orders Alphabetic, by Buyer Name
As of: April 30, 2022
= PO is 80% or more complete
Revision
PO #

5450
5456
5486
5755
5769
5812
5566
5587
5709
5717
5718
5719
5720
5721
5722
5723
5724
5725
5751
5754
5770
5772
5778
5499
5106
5457
5525
5786
5795
5775
5707
5716
5735
5736
5764

#

PO
Code

(B)
Paid

Amount

(A-B)
PO Balance

Vendor Name

Date

1

SER

Anthony Budicin

7109

TRUSSELL TECHNOLOGIES, INC

07/20/2020

$

39,448.00

$

28,157.50

$

11,290.50

1

SER

Anthony Budicin

7906

YORKE ENGINEERING, LLC

07/22/2020

$

14,313.00

$

5,017.75

$

9,295.25

4

SER

Anthony Budicin

4251

CALIFORNIA BOILER INC

08/20/2020

$

60,000.00

$

56,094.53

$

3,905.47

1

AAG

Anthony Budicin

7906

YORKE ENGINEERING, LLC

07/08/2021

$

11,826.00

$

1,602.50

$

10,223.50

1

SER

Anthony Budicin

7109

TRUSSELL TECHNOLOGIES, INC

07/16/2021

$

34,950.00

$

20,828.75

$

14,121.25

0

SER

Anthony Budicin

1237

HACH COMPANY

10/29/2021

$

4,483.48

$

$

4,483.48

0

SER

Dean Standing Warrior

7880

FLARE INDUSTRIES

03/26/2021

$

9,350.00

$

0

CNF

Dean Standing Warrior

6604

R & B AUTOMATION INC

05/11/2021

$

2,240.52

$

0

AAG

Dean Standing Warrior

7572

WESTERN ENTERPRISES SUPPLY, IN

07/02/2021

$

2,500.00

$

2,495.81

$

4.19

0

AAG

Dean Standing Warrior

8252

BHELECTRIC, INC

07/05/2021

$

60,000.00

$

56,644.55

$

3,355.45

2

AAG

Dean Standing Warrior

7168

DELTA MOTOR CO INC.

07/05/2021

$

40,000.00

$

22,940.88

$

17,059.12

0

AAG

Dean Standing Warrior

9776

SULZER ELECTRO-MECHANICAL SERV

07/05/2021

$

20,000.00

$

3,806.17

$

16,193.83

0

AAG

Dean Standing Warrior

9728

E & L ELECTRIC, INC.

07/05/2021

$

30,000.00

$

26,057.95

$

3,942.05

0

AAG

Dean Standing Warrior

1237

HACH COMPANY

07/05/2021

$

40,000.00

$

28,996.85

$

11,003.15

0

AAG

Dean Standing Warrior

1237

HACH COMPANY

07/05/2021

$

30,000.00

$

16,340.26

$

13,659.74

0

AAG

Dean Standing Warrior

7947

HERC RENTALS INC

07/05/2021

$

5,000.00

$

-

$

5,000.00

0

AAG

Dean Standing Warrior

8008

HAMPTON TEDDER TECH SVCS INC

07/05/2021

$

10,000.00

$

-

$

10,000.00

0

AAG

Dean Standing Warrior

7291

GOLD COAST ENVIRONMENTAL

07/05/2021

$

16,000.00

$

14,085.00

$

1,915.00

0

AAG

Dean Standing Warrior

9247

SKM ENGINEERING LLC

07/08/2021

$

50,000.00

$

735.00

$

49,265.00

0

AAG

Dean Standing Warrior

3150

ROYAL WHOLESALE

07/08/2021

$

85,000.00

$

809.87

$

84,190.13

0

SER

Dean Standing Warrior

10137

FUEL PROS, INC.

07/20/2021

$

3,500.00

$

722.50

$

2,777.50

0

AAG

Dean Standing Warrior

7277

WALTERS WHOLESALE ELECTRIC CO

07/21/2021

$

30,000.00

$

16,721.89

$

13,278.11

0

AAG

Dean Standing Warrior

10186

BERT'S OFFICE TRAILERS

08/02/2021

$

8,000.00

$

6,934.70

$

1,065.30

0

SER

Derek Kawaii

3049

KRIEGER & STEWART, INC.

09/30/2020

$

20,000.00

$

9,138.50

$

10,861.50

0

SER

Gary Miller

7109

TRUSSELL TECHNOLOGIES, INC

07/03/2019

$

5,943.00

$

3,315.00

$

2,628.00

0

SER

Gary Miller

1019

BEST BEST & KRIEGER

07/22/2020

$

4,000.00

$

136.80

$

3,863.20

0

SER

Gary Miller

1019

BEST BEST & KRIEGER

11/25/2020

$

35,000.00

$

11,597.50

$

23,402.50

0

SER

Gary Miller

1019

BEST BEST & KRIEGER

08/18/2021

$

60,000.00

$

1,509.70

$

58,490.30

0

AAG

Gary Miller

10195

LAGERLOF, LLP

09/02/2021

$

60,000.00

$

9,748.50

$

50,251.50

0

AAG

James Chatwin

6754

CYBEX SECURITY SOLUTIONS

07/29/2021

$

2,275.40

$

1,893.72

$

381.68

0

AAG

Jason Baringer

9903

AMERICAN MATERIAL COMPANY

07/02/2021

$

20,000.00

$

15,582.38

$

4,417.62

1

AAG

Jason Baringer

7187

MCFADDEN-DALE INDUSTRIAL HW

07/05/2021

$

12,000.00

$

9,956.80

$

2,043.20

0

AAG

Jason Baringer

6564

VORTEX INDUSTRIES

07/07/2021

$

10,000.00

$

4,977.14

$

5,022.86

0

AAG

Jason Baringer

9840

ACE STAINLESS SUPPLY

07/07/2021

$

10,000.00

$

7,413.30

$

2,586.70

1

AAG

Jason Baringer

10086

BAY CITY INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY

07/12/2021

$

16,500.00

$

16,471.32

$

28.68

29

Number

(A)
PO

Creation

Vendor
Buyer

PO Summary Located at End of File

Page 3 of 6

Amount

04/30/22

6,034.00
-

$

3,316.00

$

2,240.52

%
Complete
71.4%
35.1%
93.5%
13.6%
59.6%
0.0%
64.5%
0.0%
99.8%
94.4%
57.4%
19.0%
86.9%
72.5%
54.5%
0.0%
0.0%
88.0%
1.5%
1.0%
20.6%
55.7%
86.7%
45.7%
55.8%
3.4%
33.1%
2.5%
16.2%
83.2%
77.9%
83.0%
49.8%
74.1%
99.8%

Y:\Open PO Report\Open PO Report 05022022 - CO20

WRCRWA
Listing of All Open Purchase Orders Alphabetic, by Buyer Name
As of: April 30, 2022
= PO is 80% or more complete
Revision
PO #
5439
5810
5745
5746
5747
5748
5749
5750
5752
5753
6110
6132
5512
5564
5700
5701
5702
5705
5710
5711
5712
5713
5714
5715
5741
5742
5743
5744
5780
5781
5782
5793
5796
5797
5798

#

PO
Code

Number

(A)
PO

Creation

Vendor
Buyer

PO Summary Located at End of File

Vendor Name

(B)
Paid

Amount

Date

(A-B)
PO Balance

Amount

04/30/22

0

SER

Mallory Gandara

9645

GLENN LUKOS ASSOCIATES, INC.

07/10/2020

$

39,150.00

$

35,235.00

$

3,915.00

0

SER

Mallory Gandara

9177

WEST YOST ASSOCIATES, INC

10/27/2021

$

69,810.00

$

14,850.02

$

54,959.98

2

AAG

Maribel Arimas

8252

BHELECTRIC, INC

07/08/2021

$

1,000.00

$

595.87

$

404.13

2

AAG

Maribel Arimas

5535

FIRST CHOICE PLUMBING, HEATING

07/08/2021

$

1,000.00

$

537.00

$

463.00

3

AAG

Maribel Arimas

8852

SELECT ACR, INC

07/08/2021

$

4,905.00

$

1,392.93

$

3,512.07

4

AAG

Maribel Arimas

10130

EXECUTIVE FACILITIES SERVICES

07/08/2021

$

10,480.77

$

8,357.75

$

2,123.02

2

AAG

Maribel Arimas

7607

FACILITIES PROTECTION SYSTEM

07/08/2021

$

2,000.00

$

640.00

$

1,360.00

2

AAG

Maribel Arimas

7904

LAWNSCAPE SYSTEMS, INC.

07/08/2021

$

35,820.00

$

19,150.00

$

16,670.00

2

AAG

Maribel Arimas

8852

SELECT ACR, INC

07/08/2021

$

1,492.00

$

863.69

$

628.31

2

AAG

Maribel Arimas

2299

TERMINIX INTERNATIONAL

07/08/2021

$

4,745.00

$

3,690.00

$

1,055.00

0

SER

Maribel Arimas

5383

BLACK & VEATCH CORP

04/05/2022

$

15,080.00

$

-

$

15,080.00

0

SER

Maribel Arimas

5383

BLACK & VEATCH CORP

04/12/2022

$

34,900.00

$

-

$

34,900.00

4

MAT

Mike Snow

9555

CORE-ROSION PRODUCTS

10/23/2020

$

33,120.88

$

25,681.50

$

7,439.38

1

MAT

Mike Snow

5196

WESTECH ENGINEERING, LLC

03/19/2021

$

44,898.35

$

44,047.12

$

851.23

0

AAG

Mike Snow

7187

MCFADDEN-DALE INDUSTRIAL HW

07/02/2021

$

5,000.00

$

351.52

$

4,648.48

1

AAG

Mike Snow

5525

UNIVAR SOLUTIONS USA INC

07/02/2021

$

60,000.00

$

58,909.69

$

1,090.31

0

AAG

Mike Snow

9076

FLYERS ENERGY LLC

07/02/2021

$

15,000.00

$

5,813.37

$

9,186.63

0

AAG

Mike Snow

10155

ENTHALPY ANALYTICAL, LLC

07/02/2021

$

20,000.00

$

13,500.00

$

6,500.00

0

AAG

Mike Snow

2134

OFFICE DEPOT

07/05/2021

$

2,500.00

$

2,354.72

$

145.28

0

AAG

Mike Snow

2973

USA BLUEBOOK

07/05/2021

$

10,000.00

$

5,724.32

$

4,275.68

0

AAG

Mike Snow

9173

ALLIANCE SOURCE TESTING

07/05/2021

$

8,000.00

$

4,350.00

$

3,650.00

1

AAG

Mike Snow

10074

QUALITY SURFACE MAINTENANCE

07/05/2021

$

6,600.00

$

4,950.00

$

1,650.00

1

AAG

Mike Snow

1452

GRAINGER INC

07/05/2021

$

16,500.00

$

15,020.63

$

1,479.37

0

AAG

Mike Snow

9457

INTEGRITY MUNICIPAL SYSTEMS LL

07/05/2021

$

30,000.00

$

25,622.92

$

4,377.08

0

AAG

Mike Snow

7161

SOLENIS LLC

07/08/2021

$

463,000.00

$

418,837.99

$

44,162.01

0

AAG

Mike Snow

9609

PENCCO, INC.

07/08/2021

$

140,000.00

$

95,072.83

$

44,927.17

0

AAG

Mike Snow

5407

SYNAGRO WEST, LLC

07/08/2021

$

260,000.00

$

222,471.51

$

37,528.49

0

AAG

Mike Snow

1017

BABCOCK LABORATORIES,INC

07/08/2021

$

120,000.00

$

78,168.06

$

41,831.94

1

AAG

Mike Snow

5988

BARRY'S SECURITY SERVICE INC

08/04/2021

$

18,000.00

$

8,109.09

$

9,890.91

0

MAT

Mike Snow

10189

MUNIQUIP SOCAL, LLC

08/09/2021

$

1,722.09

$

1,341.58

$

380.51

1

AAG

Mike Snow

9544

NORTHSTAR CHEMICAL

08/10/2021

$

45,000.00

$

27,083.08

$

17,916.92

0

MAT

Mike Snow

5196

WESTECH ENGINEERING, LLC

08/31/2021

$

4,244.03

$

3,696.56

$

547.47

0

AAG

Mike Snow

5268

DON'S LOCK & KEY INC

09/02/2021

$

2,000.00

$

393.31

$

1,606.69

0

MAT

Mike Snow

5196

WESTECH ENGINEERING, LLC

09/09/2021

$

8,520.50

$

8,092.09

$

428.41

Mike Snow

9169

ABLE SCALE INC

09/09/2021

$

1,000.00

$

500.00

$

500.00

0

30
SER
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%
Complete
90.0%
21.3%
59.6%
53.7%
28.4%
79.7%
32.0%
53.5%
57.9%
77.8%
0.0%
0.0%
77.5%
98.1%
7.0%
98.2%
38.8%
67.5%
94.2%
57.2%
54.4%
75.0%
91.0%
85.4%
90.5%
67.9%
85.6%
65.1%
45.1%
77.9%
60.2%
87.1%
19.7%
95.0%
50.0%

Y:\Open PO Report\Open PO Report 05022022 - CO20

WRCRWA
Listing of All Open Purchase Orders Alphabetic, by Buyer Name
As of: April 30, 2022
= PO is 80% or more complete
Revision
PO #
5816
5819
5827
5828
5831
5851
5860
5906
5942
5955
5960
6016
6017
6018
6029
6038
6095
6096
6111
6133
6183
5806
5893
5190
5194
5158
5529
5553
5571
5726
5727
5728
5729
5730
5731

#

PO
Code

Number

(A)
PO

Creation

Vendor
Buyer

PO Summary Located at End of File

Vendor Name

(B)
Paid

Amount

Date

(A-B)
PO Balance

Amount

04/30/22

1

AAG

Mike Snow

7761

OLIN CORPORATION

11/03/2021

$

400,000.00

$

204,747.22

$

195,252.78

0

MAT

Mike Snow

10189

MUNIQUIP SOCAL, LLC

11/18/2021

$

1,456.74

$

1,416.45

$

40.29

0

MAT

Mike Snow

9614

CORTECH ENGINEERING

12/17/2021

$

48,833.45

$

$

48,833.45

0

SER

Mike Snow

4251

CALIFORNIA BOILER INC

12/22/2021

$

59,088.35

$

15,480.06

$

43,608.29

1

AAG

Mike Snow

7927

D&H WATER SYSTEMS, INC.

01/06/2022

$

10,000.00

$

6,305.13

$

3,694.87

0

MAT

Mike Snow

7854

ATLAS COPCO COMPRESSORS LLC

01/17/2022

$

3,030.18

$

2,830.18

$

200.00

0

MAT

Mike Snow

9614

CORTECH ENGINEERING

01/19/2022

$

3,530.99

$

3,355.51

$

175.48

0

CNF

Mike Snow

10086

BAY CITY INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY

02/02/2022

$

2,259.84

$

-

$

2,259.84

1

AAG

Mike Snow

7607

FACILITIES PROTECTION SYSTEM

02/11/2022

$

3,930.00

$

-

$

3,930.00

0

MAT

Mike Snow

8136

ANDRITZ SEPARATION INC.

02/16/2022

$

29,744.07

$

29,687.25

$

56.82

0

MAT

Mike Snow

9555

CORE-ROSION PRODUCTS

02/17/2022

$

31,884.75

$

7,246.20

$

24,638.55

0

MAT

Mike Snow

5024

HARRINGTON INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS

03/08/2022

$

7,105.79

$

-

$

7,105.79

0

MAT

Mike Snow

5024

HARRINGTON INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS

03/08/2022

$

9,235.08

$

-

$

9,235.08

0

MAT

Mike Snow

8556

ANALYTICAL TECHNOLOGY, INC

03/08/2022

$

3,601.88

$

3,564.49

$

37.39

0

MAT

Mike Snow

10291

PATTEN SYSTEMS, INC.

03/10/2022

$

1,745.99

$

1,719.65

$

26.34

0

MAT

Mike Snow

5196

WESTECH ENGINEERING, LLC

03/14/2022

$

8,065.75

$

7,966.50

$

99.25

0

MAT

Mike Snow

9614

CORTECH ENGINEERING

03/31/2022

$

12,026.70

$

-

$

12,026.70

0

MAT

Mike Snow

9614

CORTECH ENGINEERING

03/31/2022

$

17,603.40

$

-

$

17,603.40

0

MAT

Mike Snow

9555

CORE-ROSION PRODUCTS

04/05/2022

$

7,740.88

$

-

$

7,740.88

0

MAT

Mike Snow

10086

BAY CITY INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY

04/12/2022

$

3,762.21

$

0

MAT

Mike Snow

8731

DON PETERSON CONTRACTING, INC

04/28/2022

$

9,667.00

$

0

AAG

Monica Pearson

6564

VORTEX INDUSTRIES

10/19/2021

$

2,000.00

$

0

MAT

Paul Munoz

7190

MCR TECHNOLOGIES, INC

01/28/2022

$

14,993.02

$

0

SER

Rod LeMond

9730

BARRIOS & ASSOCIATES, LLC

08/30/2019

$

30,000.00

$

0

SER

Rod LeMond

9684

LISELLE REGUEIRO DEGRAVE

09/05/2019

$

12,000.00

$

2

AAG

Scott Page

7153

MCMASTER CARR SUPPLY CO

07/29/2019

$

2,707.77

1

SER

Scott Page

10061

CHEROKEE CHEMICAL CO., INC.

12/03/2020

$

8,941.76

0

SER

Scott Page

9621

PERENNIAL ENERGY LLC

02/11/2021

$

0

MAT

Scott Page

9443

HUBER TECHNOLOGY INC

04/15/2021

$

0

AAG

Scott Page

1452

GRAINGER INC

07/07/2021

$

10,000.00

$

0

AAG

Scott Page

9880

KLUBER LUBRICATION NA LP

07/07/2021

$

10,000.00

$

0

AAG

Scott Page

7153

MCMASTER CARR SUPPLY CO

07/07/2021

$

7,500.00

0

AAG

Scott Page

4811

APPLIED INDUSTRIAL TECH.

07/07/2021

$

10,000.00

1

AAG

Scott Page

5982

KONECRANES INC

07/07/2021

$

Scott Page

9076

FLYERS ENERGY LLC

07/07/2021

$

1

31
AAG
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-

3,735.06
1,898.22

$

27.15

$

9,667.00

$

101.78

$

14,993.02

9,951.25

$

20,048.75

1,495.01

$

10,504.99

$

2,524.70

$

183.07

$

6,861.76

$

2,080.00

5,643.75

$

2,695.42

16,572.88

$

-

7,129.14

$

2,948.33

$

16,572.88

$

2,870.86

-

$

10,000.00

$

35.60

$

7,464.40

$

1,584.57

$

8,415.43

3,976.16

$

2,571.16

$

1,405.00

25,000.00

$

10,882.81

$

14,117.19

%
Complete
51.2%
97.2%
0.0%
26.2%
63.1%
93.4%
95.0%
0.0%
0.0%
99.8%
22.7%
0.0%
0.0%
99.0%
98.5%
98.8%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
99.3%
0.0%
94.9%
0.0%
33.2%
12.5%
93.2%
76.7%
47.8%
0.0%
71.3%
0.0%
0.5%
15.8%
64.7%
43.5%

Y:\Open PO Report\Open PO Report 05022022 - CO20

WRCRWA
Listing of All Open Purchase Orders Alphabetic, by Buyer Name
As of: April 30, 2022
= PO is 80% or more complete
Revision
PO #
5732
5733
5734
5783
5794
5829
6043
6081
6154
4999
5223
5251
5297
5601
5602
5774
5800
5826
6023
5761
5539
5703
5704
5706
5883
5924
5925

#

PO
Code

(A)
PO

Creation

Vendor
Buyer

PO Summary Located at End of File

Number

Vendor Name

(B)
Paid

Amount

Date

(A-B)
PO Balance

Amount

04/30/22

0

AAG

Scott Page

9648

CAMERON WELDING SUPPLY

07/07/2021

$

2,500.00

$

0

AAG

Scott Page

2673

HAZ MAT TRANS INC

07/07/2021

$

5,000.00

$

0

AAG

Scott Page

9614

CORTECH ENGINEERING

07/07/2021

$

6,000.00

$

1,602.98

$

4,397.02

0

AAG

Scott Page

5024

HARRINGTON INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS

08/12/2021

$

20,000.00

$

9,338.41

$

10,661.59

1

AAG

Scott Page

10061

CHEROKEE CHEMICAL CO., INC.

09/01/2021

$

11,100.00

$

9,817.76

$

1,282.24

0

MAT

Scott Page

9717

SPIRAC (USA) INC

12/27/2021

$

8,945.46

$

-

$

8,945.46

0

MAT

Scott Page

9446

APGN INC.

03/15/2022

$

1,050.56

$

-

$

1,050.56

0

MAT

Scott Page

10086

BAY CITY INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY

03/28/2022

$

9,616.73

$

-

$

9,616.73

0

SER

Scott Page

9831

ON POWER INDUSTRIES LLC

04/19/2022

$

6,025.00

$

-

$

6,025.00

3

SER

Sonia Huff

1158

ALBERT A WEBB ASSOCIATES

04/05/2019

$

414,011.00

$

295,403.03

$

118,607.97

4

SER

Sonia Huff

9729

JACOBS ENGINEERING GROUP INC.

10/21/2019

$

300,916.00

$

274,649.17

$

26,266.83

2

SER

Sonia Huff

9892

JEFF KATZ ARCHITECTURAL CORP

12/12/2019

$

40,000.00

$

30,000.00

$

10,000.00

1

SER

Sonia Huff

9247

SKM ENGINEERING LLC

04/10/2020

$

55,340.00

$

2,970.00

$

52,370.00

2

SER

Sonia Huff

7420

DUDEK

06/25/2021

$

395,750.00

$

13,283.88

$

382,466.12

2

SER

Sonia Huff

9729

JACOBS ENGINEERING GROUP INC.

06/25/2021

$

177,459.00

$

13,670.50

$

163,788.50

0

SER

Sonia Huff

7420

DUDEK

07/27/2021

$

3,500.00

$

$

3,500.00

0

SER

Sonia Huff

7961

IB REPROGRAPHICS

09/21/2021

$

2,000.00

$

1,878.90

$

121.10

0

SER

Sonia Huff

1158

ALBERT A WEBB ASSOCIATES

12/15/2021

$

45,782.00

$

13,792.79

$

31,989.21

0

SER

Sonia Huff

10285

SCW CONTRACTING CORPORATION

03/09/2022

$

4,351,203.00

$

$

4,351,203.00

2

AAG

Sonya Zite

6909

IRON MOUNTAIN INC.

07/09/2021

$

2,847.22

$

1,970.30

$

876.92

0

SER

Tony Pollak

1158

ALBERT A WEBB ASSOCIATES

12/30/2020

$

56,724.00

$

51,131.38

$

5,592.62

0

AAG

Tony Pollak

7109

TRUSSELL TECHNOLOGIES, INC

07/02/2021

$

48,472.00

$

21,252.50

$

27,219.50

0

AAG

Tony Pollak

9541

DHK ENGINEERS INC.

07/02/2021

$

20,000.00

$

$

20,000.00

0

AAG

Tony Pollak

9729

JACOBS ENGINEERING GROUP INC.

07/02/2021

$

34,584.00

$

12,375.00

$

22,209.00

0

SER

Zuzanna Rand

7420

DUDEK

01/26/2022

$

773,000.00

$

46,377.83

$

726,622.17

0

SER

Zuzanna Rand

9247

SKM ENGINEERING LLC

02/08/2022

$

61,700.00

$

0

SER

Zuzanna Rand

7616

PACIFIC HYDROTECH CORP

02/08/2022

$

6,719,380.00

$

Grand Total of all Open POs
PO Count (open POs)
Average Open PO

32
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518.17
-

-

-

-

199,800.00

$

1,981.83

$

5,000.00

$

61,700.00

$

6,519,580.00

$ 16,804,372.38

$ 2,897,687.21

$13,906,685.17

$

$

$

132
127,305.85

21,952.18

105,353.68

%
Complete
20.7%
0.0%
26.7%
46.7%
88.4%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
71.4%
91.3%
75.0%
5.4%
3.4%
7.7%
0.0%
93.9%
30.1%
0.0%
69.2%
90.1%
43.8%
0.0%
35.8%
6.0%
0.0%
3.0%
17.2%

WRCRWA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Agenda Item 4.C.
May 26, 2022

TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Katherine Aleman, Chair
Fauzia Rizvi, Vice Chair
Wes Speake, Secretary-Treasurer
Jane Anderson
Tracey LaBonte
FROM:

Gary Miller, Administrator

RECEIVE AND FILE FISCAL YEAR 2021-2022 CAPITAL PROJECT STATUS AS
OF MARCH 31, 2022 AND FOURTH QUARTER ADVANCED BILLING REPORT
RECOMMENDATION:
The Administrator recommends that the Board of Directors:
1. Receive and file the Fiscal Year 2021-2022 Capital Project Status as of March 31,
2022 and 4th Quarter Advanced Billing Report.
BUDGET IMPACT:
The proposed action has no financial impact as all capital project billing is within
the Board adopted and amended Capital Budget for Fiscal Year 2021-2022.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Starting Fiscal Year 2018-2019, on a quarterly basis, the Administrator provides a
Capital Project Status Report along with Advanced Billing, if applicable. Attached is the
report as of March 31, 2022.
DETAIL:
The report lists the approved capital project budget against actual expenditures
incurred as of March 31, 2022, as well as any advanced billing issued based on the
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quarterly cash outflow projection.

Gary Miller
Administrator
Attachment(s):
1. Capital Project Status with Advanced Billing Needs as of March 31, 2022
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WRCRWA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Agenda Item 4.D.
May 26, 2022

TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Katherine Aleman, Chair
Fauzia Rizvi, Vice Chair
Wes Speake, Secretary-Treasurer
Jane Anderson
Tracey LaBonte
FROM:

Gary Miller, Administrator

SUMMARY OF CASH AND INVESTMENTS AS OF MARCH 31, 2022
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Agenda Item 4.E.
May 26, 2022

TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Katherine Aleman, Chair
Fauzia Rizvi, Vice Chair
Wes Speake, Secretary-Treasurer
Jane Anderson
Tracey LaBonte
FROM:

Gary Miller, Administrator

RECEIVE AND FILE FISCAL YEAR 2021-2022 BUDGET VERSUS ACTUAL
REPORT FOR ENTERPRISE FUND OPERATING REVENUES AND EXPENSES
THROUGH MARCH 31, 2022
RECOMMENDATION:
The Administrator recommends the Board of Directors:
1. Receive and File the Fiscal Year 2021-2022 Budget Versus Actual Report, through
March 31, 2022, for Enterprise Fund Operating Revenues and Expenses.
BUDGET IMPACT:
There is no budget impact associated with this action.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
This letter reports WRCRWA’s favorable and unfavorable variance explanations from
the operating results compared to the adopted budget. The attached report is based
on the first nine months of financial activity, which is from July 1, 2021 through March
31, 2022. Overall, revenue over expenses was favorable through the third quarter of
the fiscal year.
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DETAIL:
Attached is the Fiscal Year 2021-2022 Operating Fund Summary Budget vs. Actual for
the period ending March 31, 2022. The report is organized into the following
categories:
 Operating Revenues
 Treatment Plant Operations Expenses
 Conveyance System Operations Expenses
 General Administration Expenses
WRCRWA Operating Revenues were $258,087 unfavorable when compared to budget,
and Operating Expenses were favorable by $367,430 when compared to budget,
resulting in an overall Revenue over Expense of $109,343 at the end of the third
quarter of Fiscal Year 2021-2022.
Explanations below are for favorable and unfavorable variances of 10 percent or more
and over $35,000.
Expense Treatment Plant Operations
Labor – This line item is under budget by $368,427 due to the plant being short
staffed during the first half of the year. The treatment plant also had a change in staff
roles compared to the budget. The labor budget is expected to remain under budget
at year end.
Utilities – This line item is over budget by $292,477 mainly due to rate increases and
rate structure changes associated with WRCRWA’s electric service with Southern
California Edison (SCE). In December WRCRWA’s rate structure with SCE expired and
transitioned to a new rate structure that is approximately 20 percent higher. SCE rates
have also increased several times this fiscal year. Lastly, energy usage has slightly
increased compared to last year. All these factors have contributed to the budget
overage.
Maintenance – Spare Parts – This line item is over budget by $88,007 due to multiple
failures with the centrifuges. The critical spare parts inventory maintains one
centrifuge on the shelf, yet the treatment plant has three centrifuges in operation. It
was not expected during budget preparation that two centrifuges would fail during the
same budget year.
Facility Maintenance – This line item is over budget by $177,485 primarily due to the
Inland Empire Brine Line discharge expense relating to the national chlorine shortage
during the first quarter of this fiscal year.
Conveyance
Labor – This line item is under budget by $71,855 due to preventative maintenance for
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line cleaning which will occur next fiscal year.
General and Administrative
Outside Services-Consulting – This line item is under budget by $259,125 due to
timing of planned consulting services.
Legal Services – This line item is under budget by $113,860 due to a reduced need for
legal services during the third quarter of the fiscal year.

Gary Miller
Administrator
Attachment(s):
1. Operations Fund Summary, Fiscal Year 2021/2022 Budget Versus Actual for the
Period Ending March 31, 2022
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Agenda Item 4.F.
May 26, 2022

TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Katherine Aleman, Chair
Fauzia Rizvi, Vice Chair
Wes Speake, Secretary-Treasurer
Jane Anderson
Tracey LaBonte
FROM:

Gary Miller, Administrator

CONSIDER ACKNOWLEDGING THE TRANSFER OF CONVEYANCE CAPACITY
RIGHTS FROM WESTERN MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT TO THE CITY OF
CORONA
RECOMMENDATION:
The WRCRWA Executive Committee and the Administrator recommend that the Board
of Directors:
1. Acknowledge the transfer of 2.62 Million Gallons per Day (MGD) from Western
Municipal Water District (WMWD) to the City of Corona (Corona).
BUDGET IMPACT:
The proposed action has no budget impact to the WRCRWA entity as a whole.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
To be in alignment with Corona’s existing 2.62 MGD treatment capacity ownership in
WRCRWA, Corona acquired 2.62 MGD of WMWD’s excess conveyance capacity in
WRCRWA.
DETAIL:
Corona acquired 2.62 MGD of treatment capacity during the recent WRCRWA Treatment
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Expansion Project from 8 MGD to 14 MGD and desired ownership of an equivalent
amount of conveyance capacity. WMWD had excess conveyance capacity compared to
its treatment capacity ownership, and desired to transfer 2.62 MGD of conveyance
capacity to Corona. After the transfer, WMWD still owns 2.13 MGD of conveyance
capacity and 1.93 MGD of treatment capacity. The 2.62 MGD of conveyance capacity
transferred to Corona was effective April 1, 2022, and was approved by both WMWD
and Corona governing bodies in April and May, respectively.
It is determined that the proposed transfer of capacity will not have any financial impact
to WRCRWA as a whole or to Member Agencies other than WMWD and Corona. The
billings to WMWD and Corona will be adjusted accordingly effective April 1, 2022. Staff
is seeking WRCRWA’s Board acknowledgement of the transaction between the two
Member Agencies.
The transfer of the conveyance capacity was reflected in the recent Board adopted
Fiscal Year 2022-2023 Budget.

Gary Miller
Administrator
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TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Katherine Aleman, Chair
Fauzia Rizvi, Vice Chair
Wes Speake, Secretary-Treasurer
Jane Anderson
Tracey LaBonte
FROM:

Gary Miller, Administrator

CONSIDER APPOINTMENT OF AUDIT FIRM FOR FISCAL YEARS 2021-2022
THROUGH 2023-2024
RECOMMENDATION:
The Administrator recommends that the Board of Directors:
1. Authorize the Administrator to execute a professional services agreement for audit
services with CliftonLarsonAllen, LLP for Fiscal Years 2021-2022, 2022-2023, and
2023-2024 with option to extend services for two additional years (Fiscal Years 20242025 and 2025-2026) at the discretion of the Board of Directors.
BUDGET IMPACT:
The proposed fees of $14,870 and $15,315 for Fiscal Years 2021-2022 and 20222023, including all out-of-pocket expenses, are covered in the Board adopted Fiscal
Year 2021-2022 and Fiscal Year 2022-2023 Budgets. Single Audit service will be
performed on an as-needed basis for $4,760 and $4,900 for Fiscal Years 2021-2022
and 2022-2023. Annual increases in fees are approximately three percent.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
To ensure that WRCRWA continues to receive the best available service at the best
value, as well as keeping staff efficiency in mind, WRCRWA audit services were
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embedded in the Western Municipal Water District’s Request for Proposal (RFP) for
Audit Services. The RFP was sent to 10 public accounting firms, five of which
responded with a proposal for audit services for three Fiscal Years 2021-2022 through
2023-2024, with the option to extend services for two additional years (Fiscal Years
2024-2025 and 2025-2026) at the discretion of the Board of Directors.
DETAIL:
Finance staff reviewed the audit proposals based on qualitative measures such as
audit approach, responsiveness to RFP, qualifications and experience of the firm, and
assigned professional staff; as well as quantitative measures such as audit fees and
audit hours.
CliftonLarsonAllen, LLP located in Irvine and Rogers, Anderson, Malody & Scott, LLP
located in San Bernardino stood out during the qualitative review process, as a result
of their experience with water and wastewater agencies and experienced staff
assigned to the audit. After further consideration of the all-inclusive fee and the
average professional hourly rate, CliftonLarsonAllen, LLP ranked highest.

Gary Miller
Administrator
Attachment(s):
1. CliftonLarsonAllen Technical Proposal
2. CliftonLarsonAllen Dollar Cost Bid Proposal
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Title Page
February 23, 2022

B. Technical Proposal to provide professional
auditing services to:

Western Municipal Water District
Prepared by:
CliftonLarsonAllen LLP
2875 Michelle Drive, Suite 300, Irvine, CA 92606
714-978-1300 | fax 714-978-7893
Daphnie Munoz, CPA, Principal
daphnie.munoz@CLAconnect.com
Direct 714-795-5474
CLAconnect.com
WEALTH ADVISORY | OUTSOURCING | AUDIT, TAX, AND CONSULTING
Investment advisory services are offered through CliftonLarsonAllen Wealth Advisors, LLC,
an SEC-registered investment advisor. CLA is an independent member of Nexia International,
a leading, global network of independent accounting and consulting firms. See nexia.com/member-firm-disclaimer.
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CliftonLarsonAllen LLP
2875 Michelle Drive, Suite 300
Irvine, CA 92606
phone 714-978-1300 fax 714-978-7893
CLAconnect.com

Transmittal Letter
February 23, 2022
Kristen L. Roman George, Senior Accountant
Western Municipal Water District
14205 Meridian Parkway
Riverside, CA 92518
RE: Request for Proposals (RFP) for Annual Auditing Services FY 2021-2022 through 2025-2026
Dear Kristen:
Thank you for inviting us to propose our services to you. We gladly welcome the opportunity to share our
approach to continue helping Western Municipal Water District (the District) meet its need for professional
services. The enclosed proposal responds to your request for auditing services for three fiscal years with
two additional years as optional, subject to Board discretion (FY 2021-2022 through2025-2026).

Understanding of the work to be performed
We have read the Request for Proposals (RFP) and understand the scope of the work to be performed as
detailed in the RFP under
. Should CLA
be selected to serve this engagement, we will perform these services within the time period specified in the
RFP and as finalized in the planning stages of the engagement.
To meet the requirements of the RFP, the audit will be performed in accordance with auditing standards
generally accepted in the United States of America, as set forth by the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, the standards set forth for financial audits in Government Auditing Standards issued by the
Comptroller General of the United States, the audit requirements of Title 2 U.S. Code of Federal
Regulations Part 200, Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit Requirements for
Federal Awards (Uniform Guidance), and any other applicable federal, state and local laws or regulations.

Why CLA?
We are confident that our extensive experience serving similar governmental entities, bolstered by our
client-oriented philosophy and depth of resources, will make CLA a top qualified candidate to fulfill the
Industry-specialized insight and resources. As o
and one of the largest firms who specialize in regulated industries, CLA has the experience and
resources to assist the District with their audit needs. In addition to your experienced local engagement
regulated industry resources.
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OMB Uniform Guidance (UG) experience. CLA performs single audits for hundreds of organizations
annually, ranking top in the nation for the number of single audits performed by any CPA firm. The
single audit requires a specific set of skills to properly perform the procedures. As such, we have
developed a group of professionals who specialize in providing single audit services.
Strong methodology and responsive timeline. In forming our overall audit approach, we have carefully
reviewed the RFP and considered our experience performing similar work the District and for other
municipalities. Our local government clients are included amongst the more than 4,150 governmental
organizations we serve nationally. Our staff understands your complexities not just from a compliance
standpoint, but also from an operational point of view. We have developed a work plan that takes into
consideration your unique needs as a governmental entity in California. The work plan also minimizes
the disruption of your staff and operations and provides a blueprint for timely delivery of your required
reports.
Communication and proactive leadership. the District will benefit from a high level of hands-on service
national firms, our principal-to-staff ratio is similar to smaller firms allowing our senior level
professionals to be involved and immediately available throughout the entire engagement process. Our
approach helps members of the engagement team stay abreast of key issues at the District and take an
active role in addressing them.
A focus on providing consistent, dependable service. We differ from other national firms in that our
corporate practice focuses on the needs of non-SEC clients, thus allowing us to avoid the workload
compression typically experienced by firms that must meet public comp
is organized into industry teams, affording our clients with specialized industry-specific knowledge
supplemented by valuable local service and insight. Therefore, the District will enjoy the service of
members of our state and local government services team who understand the issues and environment
critical to governmental entities.
We know you! We know and understand the District. By providing services to you in the past, we have
established an understanding of your organi
operations, we know them well. For a fresh perspective and to comply with the State of California
requirements, we are proposing with a new engagement principal.
This proposal is a firm and irrevocable offer for a period of 60 days.
We are confident that our technical approach, insight, and resources will result in distinguished client
service for the District. For ease of evaluation, the structure of our proposal follows your RFP section titled,
Section VI.A.2.a. .
We are eager to continue our work with you and welcome the chance to present our proposal to the
finance committee. If you have any questions about our offerings, please do not hesitate to contact me via
the information below.
Sincerely,
CliftonLarsonAllen LLP

Daphnie Munoz, CPA, Audit and Assurance Principal
714-795-5474 | daphnie.munoz@CLAconnect.com
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1. General Requirements
Governmental experience
CLA offers the credibility, reputation, and resources of a leading professional services firm without sacrificing
the small-firm touch. We bring unsurpassed levels of technical excellence, commitment, and dedication to our
clients, which have made us one of the most successful professional service firms serving governmental entities.
Our strong reputation for serving state and local government units provides the District the confidence in their
decision to select CLA as their professional service provider.
CLA has one of the largest governmental audit and consulting practices in the country, serving more than 4,150
governmental clients nationwide. Regulated industry clients represent approximately one-quarter of all firmwide revenue, and each of the governmental services team members are well versed in the issues critical to
complex governmental entities.
Our professionals have deep, technical experience in serving governmental entities. As a professional service
firm experienced in serving state and local units of government, we are very aware of the financial and legal
compliance requirements that government officials are faced with daily. This creates complexities and service
issues within a unique operational and regulatory environment. Because of our experience, we have become
adept at providing our clients with insights in this environment not typical of other professional service firms.

California special district auditing experience
CLA understands and appreciates California governmental organizations like no other firm. CLA has a team of
professionals in our Irvine office who focus their efforts in the government industry. Each of our government
services team members specifically chose to work in this industry. As such, our people are passionate about
what they do and are eager to meet and exceed your expectations both now and in the future.
As a CPA firm experienced in serving state and local governments, CLA is aware of the financial and legal
compliance requirements that government officials are facing daily, specifically in the state of California.
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Our footprint is nationwide; the following table represents some of the water districts recently audited by the
local Irvine office and others throughout California:
Water Districts serviced from the local Irvine office
Calleguas Municipal Water District

Rowland Water District

Camrosa Water District

Santa Ana Watershed Project Authority

Casitas Municipal Water District

Serrano Water District

Coachella Valley Water District

Southwest Water Coalition

Encina Wastewater Authority

South Coast Water District

Inland Empire Utilities Agency

Sweetwater Authority

Laguna Beach County Water District

Vista Irrigation District

Mesa Water District

Western Municipal Water District

Moulton Niguel Water District

Yorba Linda Water District

Orange County Water District
Padre Dam Municipal Water District
Pico Rivera Water Authority
Pomona Walnut-Rowland Joint Water Line
Commission
Similar entities (California)
Association of Ground Water Agencies

Main San Gabriel Basin Watermaster

California Groundwater Coalition

Montebello Land and Water Company

Central Basin Water Association

North Fork Water Company

Crescenta Valley Water District

San Gabriel Valley Council of Governments

East Valley Water District

San Gabriel Valley Municipal Water District

Gateway Water Management Authority

San Gabriel Water Association

Hemet-San Jacinto Watermaster

Valley County Water District

Jurupa Community Services District

West Valley Water District

Single audit experience
CLA has become the national leader in providing audit, tax, and many other financial services to entities similar
to the District. Our client portfolio of nonprofit, government, and health care institutions represents nearly half
CLA
performs the largest number of single audits in the United States! We audited more than $56 billion dollars in
federal funds in 2019.
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In the current environment of increased oversight and new federal funding being available through the
Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act and the American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic, it is more important than ever to find qualified auditors who have
significant experience with federal grants specific to the District and can enhance
single audit. Therefore, the single audit will be performed by a team of individuals who are managed by
Uniform Guidance and who can offer both
knowledge and quality for the District. As part of our quality control process, the single audit will be reviewed by
a firm Designated Single Audit Reviewer.
The District needs an audit firm experienced in performing single audits and a familiarity with the specific
prog

Single Audit Resource Center (SARC) Award
CLA received the Single Audit Resource Center (SARC) Award for
Excellence in Knowledge, Value, and Overall Client Satisfaction.
SARC's award recognizes audit firms that provide an outstanding service to their clients based on feedback
received from an independent survey.
The survey queried 9,334 nonprofit and government entities about the knowledge of their auditors, the value of
their service, and overall satisfaction with their 2020 fiscal yeardedication to serving the government and nonprofit industry and maintaining the most stringent regulatory
requirements in those sectors.
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2. Independence
CLA is independent of the District and all component units of the District as required by auditing standards
generally accep
Standards. Our firm-wide quality control policies and procedures foster strict compliance with these professional
standards. In addition, the individuals assigned to your audit are independent of the District.

Conflict of interest
(both in substance and appearance). We are not presently aware of any current or potential relationships or
conflicts of interest with the District or its affiliates that may threaten our independence.
requirements and to avoid conflicts of interest. Our policies are extensive and designed to meet the
requirements of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC), the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB), state licensing agencies, or and the
our policies are:
Independence training for all professionals
Annual written representations of independence from all personnel who perform client services
Extensive client and engagement acceptance and continuance policies
Separate sections in our policies specific to independence over SEC engagements and engagements subject
to Government Auditing Standards
Requirements for confirming independence of outside accounting firms and independent contractors
Maintenance of a firm-wide client list and a restricted entities list

3. License to Practice
CLA is a limited liability partnership and is duly licensed to practice public accountancy in the state of California.
A copy of our state license is provided below:

All assigned key professional staff are properly licensed to practice in the state of California.
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4. Firm Qualifications and Experience
Size of firm
CLA exists to create opportunities for our clients, our people, and our communities through industry-focused
wealth advisory, outsourcing, audit, tax, and consulting services. Our broad professional services allow us to
serve clients more completely from startup to succession and beyond.
Our professionals are immersed in the industries they serve and have specialized knowledge of their operating
and regulatory environments. With more than 7,400 people, more than 120 U.S. locations, and a global
affiliation, we bring a wide array of approaches to help clients in all markets, foreign and domestic.

We promise to know you and help you
With CLA by your side, you can find everything you need in one firm. Professionally or personally, big or small,
we can help you discover opportunities and achieve more than you believed possible.

CLA has one of the largest governmental audit and consulting practices in the country and brings extensive
experience providing a variety of such services to state and local government entities. Our state and local
government team of more than 400 professionals, serves more than 4,150 governmental engagements
nationwide, including numerous cities, counties, municipalities, states and state agencies, and school boards. In
addition, we perform single audits for hundreds of organizations annually, ranking top in the nation for the
number of single audits performed by any CPA firm.
Regionally, nearly 40 professionals comprise our state and local government team. These individuals serve
governmental entities in California, as well as clients across the country. Additionally, we have access to firmwide professionals and resources as needed to fulfill the requirements of the contract.
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Office location assigned to manage the engagement
The District will be served by our industry-specialized engagement team located in our Irvine, CA office:
CLA Irvine
2875 Michelle Drive, Suite 300
Irvine, CA 92606.
The resources of all 400+ CLA state and local government audit professionals is available to the District from this
location.

Number and nature of professional staff assigned to this engagement
The table below provides a breakdown by staff level and denotes full or part-time status of the engagement
team that will serve the District. This team has extensive experience working with clients similar to the District.
Level of Staff

Full-time staff

Part-time staff

Principal

1

0

Director

1

0

Manager

1

0

Up to 3

0

4-6

0

Senior/Associate
Total

Quality control procedures and peer review report
In the most recent peer review report, dated November 2019, we received a rating of pass, which is the most
positive report a firm can receive. We are proud of this accomplishment and its strong evidence of our
commitment to technical excellence and quality service. The full report is provided in Appendix B of this
proposal. This quality control review included a review of specific government engagements.

Federal or state desk or field reviews
CLA has been subject to several federal and state desk reviews by state oversight agencies during the past three
years, and we have resolved all findings. In addition, our government audits are subject to review by each
the U.S. Government Accountability Office, and we have also
resolved all findings identified in those reviews.

Disciplinary action against the firm in the past three years
There have been no terminations or disciplinary actions taken against CLA with any regulatory bodies or
professional organizations during the past three years.
The firm and professionals within the firm presently do not have any regulatory or ethics inquiries outside the
normal course of our practice.
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5. Partner, Supervisory and Staff Qualifications and
Experience
Engagement Team
An experienced engagement team has been aligned to
provide the most value to your organization. The team
members have performed numerous engagements of this
nature and can commit the resources necessary to provide
top quality service throughout the engagement. Following
are our proposed management team members:

Experience

Licensed
CPA in CA

Daphnie Munoz, CPA, Engagement Principal Daphnie will have
overall engagement responsibility including planning the
engagement, developing the audit approach, supervising staff,
and maintaining client contact throughout the engagement and
throughout the year. Daphnie is responsible for total client
satisfaction through the deployment of all required resources and
continuous communication with management and the
engagement team.

23

CA 80388

Tiffany Fung, CPA, Engagement Manager Tiffany will act as the
lead manager on the engagement. In this role, she will assist
Daphnie with planning the engagement and performing complex
audit areas. Tiffany will perform a technical review of all work
performed and is responsible for the review of comprehensive
annual financial report and all related reports.

10+

CA 119631

Lindsey Guidice, CPA, Engagement Director Lindsey Guidice will
act as the supervisory staff on the engagement. In this role,
Lindsey will be onsite performing the fieldwork, supervising, and
reviewing the work of the staff accountants as the audit fieldwork
is being performed and providing updates to the District staff.

8+

CA 135262

Engagement Team Member

Detailed biographies are available in Appendix A of this proposal.
Additional Staff We will assign additional staff to your engagement based on your needs and their experience
providing services to state and local governments. Ideally, the staff assigned to your team will be from our Irvine
office with state and local government as their industry focus at CLA.
degree from an accredited university, be a licensed CPA or CPA candidate and will be closely managed by one or
more of the individuals listed above.
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Continuity of service
We are committed to providing continuity throughout this engagement. It is our policy to maintain the same
staff throughout an engagement, providing maximum efficiency and keeping the learning curve low. With a
solid, steady engagement team, each year brings the additional benefits of trust and familiarity. We are also
flexible in exploring alternative strategies to non-mandatory rotation policies.
In any business, however, turnover is inevitable. If and when it happens, we will provide summaries of
suggested replacements and will discuss re-assignments prior to finalizing. We have a number of qualified
professionals to provide the District with quality service over the term of the engagement.
CLA is committed to maintaining high staff retention rates, which we believe are a strong indicator of service
quality. High retention rates also indicate that our staff members have the resources they need to perform their
tasks and maintain a positive work/life balance.

6. Prior Engagements with the District
CLA has the following current relationships involving the District or its agencies and/or component units:
Scope of Services
Financial statement audit
performed under GAS District
Financial statement audit
performed under GAS WRCRWA
Financial statement audit
performed under GAS
three CFDs

Dates
2016 to
Present
2016 to
Present
2016 to
Present

Single Audit

2019 to
2020

Financial statement VEBA

2016 to
Present

Engagement
Partners
Nitin Patel, CPA
Kassie Radermacher,
CPA
Nitin Patel, CPA
Kassie Radermacher,
CPA
Nitin Patel, CPA
Kassie Radermacher,
CPA
Nitin Patel, CPA
Kassie Radermacher,
CPA
Nitin Patel, CPA
Kassie Radermacher,
CPA

Total
Hours

Location of the

Approx.
240

Irvine, CA

Approx.
100

Irvine, CA

Approx.
100

Irvine, CA

Approx.
40

Irvine, CA

Approx.
40

Irvine, CA
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7. Similar Engagements with Other Government
Entities
Below is a list of similar engagements performed by our CLA Irvine office in the last five years, ranked by total
hours:

Coachella Valley Water District
Client contact

Ms. Karrie Swaine

Phone number

760-398-2661

Engagement principal

Nitin Patel

Dates of services

2019-present

Scope of work

Financial Statement, Single Audit

Total hours

440

Yorba Linda Water District
Client contact

Ms. Delia Lugo

Phone number

714-701-3402

Engagement principal

Kassie Radermacher/Daphnie Munoz

Dates of services

2009-present

Scope of work

Financial Statement Audit

Total hours

250

Inland Empire Utilities Agency
Client contact

Javier Chagoyen-Lazaro

Phone number

909-993-1675

Engagement principal

Nitin Patel

Dates of services

2021-present

Scope of work

Financial Statement, Single Audit

Total hours

350

Our continuous growth in working with the government sector has come about
because we continually provide assistance to our clients in meeting their
objectives.
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8. Specific Audit Approach
a. Risk-based audit approach
At CLA, we believe an audit should be an annual check-up that gives you insight into your organization, allowing
you to take advantage of opportunities and improve your operations.
Our industry experience makes it easier. CLA auditors are industry aligned, making our audit process fast and
smooth. We focus on operational efficiency and leverage our industry experience to bring you meaningful
insights that go beyond compliance requirements. A dedicated team of professionals will listen to your goals and
concerns, then work with you to navigate industry pressures, changing markets, and complex standards, all with
a common goal to drive your business toward success.
Your time has value.
distractions. We elevate your experience by utilizing a variety of communication mediums, such as a web-based
document portal, video conferencing, email, and phone calls, to keep everyone informed and on track. These
mediums provide ultimate flexibility so that you can choose where and how your audit is performed. In contrast
to a traditional engagement, where a team spends weeks on site at your location, our Seamless Assurance
physical locations.
No transition issues. As your current auditor of choice, the transition into the new fiscal year will be entirely
seamless.
No surprises. We will provide the District with a no surprises approach to our services, based on frequent and
timely communication and clarity around roles and expectations. If and when issues arise during the course of
your audit, we engage the right people in a frank discussion to resolve them.
Significant involvement of principals and managers. Because our principals and managers are directly involved
in your engagement, we can proactively identify significant issues and resolve them with your management. We
believe that your time is best spent with key decision makers so that you can ask clarifying questions, discuss
organizational strategies, and navigate sensitive reporting issues.
We tailor the audit just for you. While our audit programs provide typical approaches for given audit areas, CLA
designs a client-specific, risk-based audit approach for each client. We use custom, industry-tailored programs,
procedures, and tools that are designed specifically to focus on the issues that are applicable to state and local
government.
We believe our
services can contribute to better business and administrative practices. By working closely with your staff, CLA
continuously learns about your organization. This involvement enables us to offer you recommendations for
improvements in your systems and procedures that are more comprehensive, better understood, and more
frequently implemented.
When performing an audit, we are sensitive and understanding of the fact that we report to those charged with
governance. We maintain objectivity and independence in order to be able to issue our audit opinions. We will
act within our philosophy of total client service, maintain the professional relationship refined with
management, and fulfill our responsibilities with the utmost professionalism.
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Year-long support. We encourage your staff to take advantage of our accessibility throughout the year for
questions that may arise. Our people, working with you and your staff, can provide proactive advice on new
accounting or GAAP pronouncements and their potential impact; help with immediate problems including
answers to brief routine questions; and share insights and best practices to assist you in planning for your future
success.

Audit methodology and work plan
We will conduct our audit in four primary phases, as shown below.

PHASE 1: PLANNING AND STRATEGY
The main objective of the planning phase is to identify significant areas and design efficient audit procedures.
We will accomplish our planning by following the methodology below:
Conduct an entrance meeting with the District Daphnie Munoz and staff will meet with the District
personnel to mutually agree on an outline of responsibilities and timeframes. The agenda will include but
not be limited to the following:
o Establish audit approach and timing schedule
o Assistance to be provided by the District personnel
o Application of generally accepted accounting principles
o Initial audit concerns
o
o Establishment of report parameters and timetables
o Progress reporting process
o Establish principal contacts
Gain an understanding of the operations of the District, including any changes in its organization,
management style, and internal and external factors influencing the operating environment. We will utilize
reference materials such as the budget and related materials, organizational charts, manuals and programs,
financial, and other management information systems
Identify significant accounts and accounting applications, critical audit areas, significant provisions of laws
and regulations, and relevant controls over operations
Determine the likelihood of effective Information Systems (IS) - related controls
Perform a preliminary overall risk assessment
Confirm protocol for meeting with and requesting information from relevant staff
Establish a timetable for the fieldwork phase of the audit
Determine a protocol for using TeamMate Analytics and Expert Analyzer (TeamMate), our data extraction
and analysis software, to facilitate timely receipt and analysis of reports from management
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Compile an initial comprehensive list of items to be prepared by the District, and establish mutually agreed
upon deadlines
We will document our planning through preparation of the following:
Entity Profile. This profile will help us gain an understanding of the District's activities, organizational
structure, services, management, key employees, and regulatory requirements.
Preliminary Analytical Procedures. These procedures will assist in planning the nature, timing and extent of
auditing procedures that will be used to obtain evidential matter. They will focus on enhancing our
understanding of the financial results and will be used to identify any significant transactions and events
that have occurred since the last audit date, as well as to identify any areas that may represent specific risks
relevant to the audit.
General Risk Analysis. This will contain our overall audit plan, including materiality calculations, fraud risk
assessments, overall audit risk assessments, effects of our IS assessment, timing, staffing, client assistance, a
listing of significant provisions of laws and regulations and other key planning considerations.
Account Risk Analysis. This document will contain the audit plan for the financial statements, including risk
assessment and the extent and nature of testing by assertion.
Prepared by Client Listing. This document will contain a listing of schedules and reports to be prepared by
the District personnel with due dates for each item.
Assurance Information Exchange. CLA utilizes a secure web-based application to request and obtain
documents necessary to complete client engagements. This application allows clients to view detailed
information, including due dates for all of the items CLA is requesting. Additionally, clients have the ability to
attach electronic files and add commentary related to the document requests directly on the application.
One of the key elements in the planning of this audit engagement will be the heavy involvement of principals
and managers. We will clearly communicate any issues in a timely manner and will be in constant contact with
the District as to what we are finding and where we expect it will lead.
We will develop our audit programs during this phase. Utilizing the information we have gathered and the risks
identified, we will produce an audit program specifically tailored to the District. This program will detail by major
section the nature and types of tests to be performed. We view our programs as living documents, subject to
change as conditions warrant.
PHASE 2: SYSTEMS EVALUATION
During the systems evaluation phase, we will gain an understanding of the internal control structure of the
District for financial accounting and relevant operations. Next, we will identify control objectives for each type of
control that is material to the financial statements, and then identify and gain an understanding of the relevant
control policies and procedures that effectively achieve the control objectives. Finally, we will determine the
nature, timing, and extent of our control testing and perform tests of controls. This phase of the audit will
include testing of certain key internal controls:
Electronic data, including general and application controls reviews and various user controls
Financial reporting and compliance with laws and regulations
We will test controls over certain key cycles. One audit efficiency initiative is to rely heavily on internal controls
when appropriate, and to creatively look at internal control testing to make it as efficient as possible. This means
not routinely performing detailed tests of transactions using large samples. We first seek to identify key
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controls, and then identify possible testing through alternative methods, such as observation, interviews, and
re-performance. These tests serve not only to gather evidence about the existence and effectiveness of internal
control for purposes of assessing control risk, but also to gather evidence about the reasonableness of an
account balance.
We will also develop our internal control tests to assess the compliance with certain provisions of laws,
regulations, contracts, and grants for which noncompliance could have a direct and material effect on the
determination of financial statement amounts. Our use of multi-purpose tests allows us to provide a more
efficient audit without sacrificing quality.
Our assessment of internal controls will determine whether the District has established and maintained internal
controls to provide reasonable assurance that the following objectives are met:
Transactions are properly recorded, processed, and summarized to permit the preparation of reliable
financial statements and to maintain accountability over assets
Assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition
Transactions are executed in accordance with laws and regulations that could have a direct and material
effect on the financial statements
We will finalize our audit programs during this phase. We will also provide an updated Prepared by Client Listing
based on our test results and our anticipated substantive testing.
During the internal control phase, we will also perform a review of general and application Information Systems
(IS) controls for the applications that are significant to financial statements to conclude whether IS general
controls are properly designed and operating effectively and consider application controls as part of the internal
control assessment in the financial statement audit. Our strategy for the IS review of the applications will involve
reviewing all of the general control activities, including the computerized and manual processes. We will
determine the scope of work by applying the concepts of materiality and risk assessment to effectively reduce
examination inefficiencies. When planning this examination, we will gain an understanding of the
operations by reviewing its current controls and control objectives as documented and will also review prior
Based on our preliminary review, we will perform an initial risk assessment of each critical element in each
general control category, as well as an overall assessment of each control category. We will then proceed
to assess the significant computer-related controls.
For IS-related controls that we deem to be ineffectively designed or not operating as intended, we will gather
sufficient evidence to support appropriate findings and will provide recommendations to improve internal
controls. For those IS controls that we deem to be effectively designed, we will perform testing to determine if
they are operating as intended through a combination of procedures, including observation, inquiry, inspection,
and re-performance.
PHASE 3: TESTING AND ANALYSIS
The extent of our substantive testing will be based on results of our internal control tests. It has been our
experience that similar clients often have a system of internal controls that, with appropriately designed tests
and correlation to account balances, can be used to limit the extent of account balance substantiation testing.
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Audit sampling will be used only in those situations where it is the most effective method of testing. Before
deciding to sample, we will consider all possible approaches and audit techniques. Items where, in our
judgment, acceptance of some sampling risk is not justified will be examined 100 percent. These may include
unusual items or items for which potential misstatements could individually equal or exceed tolerable error.
After identifying individually significant or unusual items, we will decide on the audit approach for the remaining
balance of items by considering tolerable error and audit risk. This may include (1) testing a sample of the
remaining balance; (2) lowering the previously determined threshold for individually significant items to increase
the percent of coverage of the account balance; or (3) applying analytical procedures to the remaining balance.
When we elect to sample balances, we will use TeamMate to efficiently control and select our samples.
Our workpapers during this phase will clearly document our work as outlined in our audit programs. We will also
provide the District with status reports during the course of the audit fieldwork. As in all phases of the audit, we
will be in communication with the District to determine that all identified issues are resolved in a timely manner.
We will also hold a final exit conference with the District to summarize the results of our fieldwork and review
significant findings.
PHASE 4: REPORTING AND FOLLOW-UP
Reports to management will include oral and/or written reports regarding:
Independent Auditor's Report
Independent Auditor's Report on Internal Control over financial reporting and on compliance and other
matters based on an audit of Financial Statements Performed in Accordance with Government Auditing
Standards
Independent Auditor's Report on Compliance for Each Major Federal Program, Report on Internal Control
Over Compliance, and Report on the Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards Required by the Uniform
Guidance
Management Letter
Written Communication to Those Charged with Governance, which includes the following areas:
o Our responsibility under auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America
o Changes in significant accounting policies or their application
o Unusual transactions
o Management judgments and accounting estimates
o Significant audit adjustments
o Other information in documents containing the audited financial statements
o Disagreements with the District
o
o Major issues discussed with management prior to retention
o Difficulties encountered in performing the audit
o Fraud or illegal acts
Once the final reviews of working papers and financial statements are completed, which is a process that
actually starts while the fieldwork is in process, our opinion, the financial statements, and management letter
will be issued.
The District will be provided a draft of any comments that we propose to include in the management letter,
enabling you to review the comments for accuracy prior to final release. Any items that come to our attention
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that are not what we consider major items may be discussed verbally with management and not included in the
management letter. Our management letter will include items noted during our analysis of your operations.
We will also make a formal presentation of the results of the audit to those charged with governance of the
District, if requested.

Engagement timetable
Our project management methodology results in a client service plan that provides for regular, formal
communication with the entire management team and allows us to be responsive to your needs. The schedule
allows for input from your personnel to make certain that the services are completed based on your
requirements. The plan may also be amended during the year based on input from the finance committee.
Please see the below chart for the estimated time frame for the June 30, 2022 audit relating to each segment of
this engagement:

Audit Task
Entrance Conference

Target Date
Upon award

Interim Audit Work

July

Audit Fieldwork

September

Draft Reports

November 1

Presentation to finance/audit committee

December

Presentation to board/management

December

b. Understandin
general controls

computer based information systems and related

We understand changing audit firms would require a new set of auditors to
develop an understanding of the District and its internal control and
operating structure. We also strive to develop our understanding in the
least intrusive manner possible, while still maintaining our professional
responsibilities. We would utilize a combination of internal control forms
and interviews with key accounting personnel to gain and document our
understanding of the District. We will also use, as a baseline, any existing
internal control processes, policies, organizational charts, etc. the District
may have already documented. Tests of design and operating effectiveness
would then be performed to confirm our understanding.
The Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission
(COSO) has established a framework for internal control systems. Under the
COSO framework, internal control is a process to provide reasonable
assurance that those internal objectives, including effectiveness and efficiency of business operations, reliability
of financial reporting, and compliance with applicable laws and regulations, will be met.
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Our audit approach is designed to evaluate and test the departmental internal controls in accordance with COSO
concepts. Our procedures include a review of the overall control environment, determination of the internal
controls which are determined to be direct and material to the federal program under review, determination of
the adequacy of those procedures, and testing of the procedures to determine if they are functioning as
designed.
During the planning and internal control phases of our audit, we will develop our understanding of the District
business operations and internal control structure for financial accounting and relevant operations through
observation, discussion, and inquiries with management and appropriate personnel. During this phase of the
audit, we will review budgets and related materials, organization charts, accounting and purchase manuals, and
other systems of documentation that may be available.
Once we understand your operations, we will then identify control objectives for each type of control that is
material to the financial statements. The next step will be to identify and gain an understanding of the relevant
control policies and procedures that effectively achieve the control objectives. We will then determine the
nature, timing, and extent of our control testing, and perform tests of controls.
This phase of the audit will include extensive testing of controls over transactions, financial reporting, and
compliance with laws and regulations. Whenever possible, we will use dual-purpose tests to reduce the need to
select multiple samples for internal control and compliance testing. We will be as efficient as possible,
thereby reducing the disruption to your operations while achieving our audit objectives.
Our assessment of internal controls will determine whether the District has established and maintained internal
controls to provide reasonable assurance that the following objectives are met:
Transactions are properly recorded, processed, and summarized to permit the preparation of reliable
financial statements and to maintain accountability over assets
Assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition
Transactions are executed in accordance with laws and regulations that could have a direct and material
effect on the financial statements
Our workpapers during this phase will clearly document our work through preparing the following for each
significant transaction cycle or accounting application:
Audit program
Cycle memo and supporting documentation
Account risk analysis (ARA)
Specific control evaluation (SCE)

Single audit approach
Uniform Guidance (2 CFR Part 200) is effective for federal grants made on or after December 26,
2014. This affects how federal grants are managed and audited and impacts every organization that receives
federal assistance. Grant compliance can be a confusing topic and many of our clients rely on their federal
funding as a major revenue source, so it is important that they understand what these changes mean to their
organization. As a leader in the industry, CLA was out in front of these changes and informed our clients of how
to be proactive about these changes could impact their entity. CLA professionals are available to provide
guidance and tools tailored to the District needs, and to assist in compliance with these rules.
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The AICPA clarified auditing standard, AU-C 935
, requires risk-based concepts to be used in
all compliance audits including those performed in accordance with 2 CFR Part 200. Our risk-based approach
incorporates this guidance.
We conduct our single audit in three primary phases, as shown, below:

PHASE 1: RISK ASSESSMENT AND PLANNING
The risk assessment and planning phase encompasses the overall planning stage of the single audit engagement.
During this phase, we work closely with the District management to determine that programs and all clusters
of programs are properly identified and risk-rated for determination of the major programs for testing. We also
review the forms and programs utilized in the prior year to determine the extent of any changes which are
required.
We accomplish this by following the methodology below:
Determine the threshold to distinguish between Type A and B programs, including the effect of any loans
and loan programs
Utilizing the preliminary Schedule of Expenditure of Federal Awards, we can identify the Type A and
significant Type B programs (25% of Type A threshold) in accordance with the Uniform Guidance
Identify the programs tested and the findings reported for the past two fiscal years. Determine and
document the program risk based on the past two single audits
Prepare and distribute Type B program questionnaires to determine risk associated with Type B programs
Determine the major programs to be tested for the current fiscal year based on the previous steps
Based on our determination of the major programs, we obtain the current year compliance supplement to
aid in the determination of Direct and Material Compliance requirements, and customize the audit program
accordingly
Determine the preferred methods of communication during the audit
PHASE 2: MAJOR PROGRAM TESTING
We determine the programs to be audited based on the risk assessment performed in the planning phase. We
perform the audit of the programs in accordance with UG.
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To accomplish this, we perform the following:
Schedule an introductory meeting and notify the District
of the major programs for the
current fiscal year
Plan and execute the testing of the expenditures reported on the Schedule of Expenditures of Federal
Awards
Perform tests of compliance and internal controls over compliance for each major program identified
Schedule periodic progress meetings to determine that schedules are adhered to and identify issues as they
arise
Conduct entrance and exit conference meetings with each grant manager
PHASE 3: FINAL ASSESSMENT AND REPORTING
We re-perform the steps noted in the preliminary assessment and planning stage once the final Schedule of
Expenditures of Federal Awards is received to determine if additional major programs were identified.
Based on the final determination of the programs we perform the following:
Identify Type A and significant Type B programs which were not previously identified.
Re-assess the risk and determine if we are required to audit additional programs.
Perform compliance testing at the entity wide level related to procurement and cash management
requirements.
Perform testing to validate the status of prior year findings for those programs not selected for audit.
Prepare the Schedule of Findings and Questioned Costs.
Conduct exit conference with the District
to review drafts of required reports:
o
other matters based on an audit of Financial Statements Performed in Accordance with Government
Auditing Standards
o
on Compliance for Each Major Federal Program, Report on Internal
Control Over Compliance, and Report on the Schedule of Expenditures of Federal Awards Required
by the Uniform Guidance
Throughout the single audit, we maintain communication through periodic progress meetings with those
designated by the District. These meetings will be on a set schedule, but as frequently as the District determines.
During these meetings, we discuss progress impediments and findings as they arise.

Commitment to communication with management
We are committed to ongoing communication throughout the engagement. Continual communication starts
when an engagement letter is issued, continues until the completion or closeout of an engagement, and
throughout the remainder of the year. We believe effective communication is critical to a successful
engagement. This communication includes the exchange of ideas and advice as changes are considered or
implemented by the entity or the accounting profession.
During the engagement, we hold regular status meetings with the District to enhance day-to-day operations,
results, and any issues are commonly understood and addressed. The objectives of tracking and formally
reporting the engagement status are to:
Provide a consistent technique for monitoring progress against plan
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Identify any issues quickly to allow for timely corrective action
Provide an objective rather than subjective evaluation of status
Provide timely information on a regular basis
Assist with obtaining buy-in of any audit recommendations on a timely basis
Our proactive measures foster communications, both written and oral, which are ongoing, relevant, and routine
to our engagements. Our commitment to this practice encourages open lines of communication and often
prevents and/or mitigates service delivery issues. Our professionals are trained in documenting observations,
recommendations, business issues, and new developments as part of their daily routine.

c. Use of technology in the audit
Assurance Information Exchange (AIE) - CLA offers a secure
web-based application to request and obtain documents
necessary to complete client engagements. This application
allows clients to view detailed information, including due
dates for items that CLA requests. Additionally, the
application allows clients to attach electronic files and add
commentary related to the document requests directly on the
application. AIE is provided at no additional cost, subject to
the terms of the Assurance Information Exchange Portal Agreement.
TeamMate Analytics and Expert Analyzer (TeamMate) - To analyze and understand large data sets, we use
TeamMate Analytics and Expert Analyzer. We customize the application by industry in order to perform the
most applicable procedures. This allows us to go beyond sampling and
instead analyze the entire general ledger for targeted anomalies. Far
beyond the audit application, our six-phase process of Risk Assessment,
Data Analytics and Review (RADAR) can also provide actionable insights
to help you understand your entity better.
Microsoft® Teams - Our services approach focuses on impactful
organizations to run, so our interactions have purpose. To assist with
communications when we are not onsite, we utilize tools such as
Microsoft Teams, which allow for two-way screen sharing and video.
while continuing to effectively communicate with each other.

d. Quality control, use of independent review
We exist to create opportunities for our clients, our people, and our communities. This is the
groundwork of everything we do.
ol standards mandate a
concurring/independent review be performed on all financial statement opinion audits. A principal independent
of your audit and knowledgeable about your industry performs this review. Because we work with so many
similar clients throughout the country, we have dozens of qualified principals who able to perform this review.
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In addition, because we are paperless and wireless, this review can happen at anytime from anywhere in the
world.
We do not audit publicly traded companies (other than bank holding companies), so while other firms are
pressing to meet SEC reporting deadlines, we are serving our clients. Because you are our primary focus, your
team has industry knowledge and experience.
Lastly, CLA also has a very balanced practice. O
experience workload compression that most other firms have every year. CLA is a well-rounded firm with the
ability to be more selective with our clients than other firms; our dedicated professionals are working yearround so we are always available when you need us to be.

e. Level of staff and number of hours to be assigned to each proposed segment of
the engagement
Please see the below chart for the level of staff and approximate number of hours to be assigned to each
proposed phase:

Financial Statement Audit
Engagement
Segment

Principal

Director/
Manager

Supervisory
Staff

Staff

Clerical

Total
Hours

Planning

2

5

12

8

-

27

Internal control and
documentation

4

8

40

40

-

92

Testing and review

28

59

119

190

-

396

Reporting and
meetings

8

12

8

4

21

53

Total

42

84

179

242

21

568

9. Identification of Anticipated Potential Audit
Problems
In situations where authoritative guidance on a particular transaction or accounting issue is unclear or subject to
interpretation, our approach is to proactively meet with management to discuss the issue and reach a
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conclusion that is hopefully agreed upon by both parties. We do not have specific firm policies that dictate our
conclusions to be reached on all complex accounting issues. Rather, each issue must be evaluated independently
by our engagement team. As discussed above, we will not only meet internally, but also facilitate discussion with
determine the applicable authoritative guidance that most closely relates to the issue, and strive to reach an
approach agreed upon by both parties. If there still remains any ambiguity or disagreement, we can explore
other resources that could possibly assist, such as subject matter professionals within the Government
Accounting Standards Board staff or the Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) or perhaps other
municipalities who may have dealt with similar issues.
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Appendix
A. Engagement team biographies
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Daphnie Munoz, CPA
CLA (CliftonLarsonAllen LLP)
Audit and Assurance Principal
Irvine, California

714-978-1300
daphnie.munoz@CLAconnect.com

Profile
Diehl Evans LLP (WNDE). She
government audit and assurance services. She earned her CPA designation in 2001
and became an Audit and Assurance Principal in 2011.
thorough attestation services, including single audits. She has extensive experience with a wide range of local
government related audit engagements, including cities, successor agencies/ redevelopment agencies, federal
grants, special districts, compliance audits and agreed-upon procedures engagements.

Technical experience
Governemnt entities, including nonprofits and special districts

Education and professional involvement
Bachelor of science in accounting from De La Salle University, Manila
Certified Public Accountant in the state of California
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), member
California Society of Certified Public Accountants (CalCPA), member
California Society of Municipal Finance Officers (CSMFO), member
Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA), member

Local government experience
Cities:
Alhambra
Banning
Burbank
Colton

Fillmore
Glendale
Hesperia
Lake Forest

Special Districts:
Grossmont Healthcare District
Fairbanks Community Services District
Heber Public Utilities District
Midway City Sanitary District
Placentia Library District

Lancaster
Murrieta
Palos Verdes Estates
Santa Ana

Santa Barbara
Stanton
Torrance

Rancho Santa Fe Community Services District
Valley Wide Recreation and Park District
Vista Irrigation District
Whispering Palms Community Services District
Yorba Linda Water District

Continuing professional education
Attends a minimum of 20 credits annually of continuing professional education classes, including a minimum of
eight credits of audit and accounting classes, resulting in 120 credits for three-year requirement. Every two
years, a minimum of 24 credits of CPE specifically related to Yellow Book requirements is completed.
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Tiffany Fung, CPA
CLA (CliftonLarsonAllen LLP)
Manager
Irvine, California

714-795-5407
tiffany.fung@CLAconnect.com

Profile
Evans (WNDE). She has more than nine years of experience and has performed all
phases of local governmental audits including cities, successor agencies/
redevelopment agencies, single audit of federal grants, special districts, and agreedupon procedures engagements. As an audit manager, Tiffany is involved with planning
the audit, performing fieldwork for all aspects of the audit, supervising staff accountants, and preparation of
financial statements.

Technical experience
Local government audits, including cities and special districts
Manufacturing and distribution

Education and professional involvement
Bachelor of art in economics with a minor in accounting from University of California Irvine
Certified Public Accountant for the state of California
California Society of Municipal Finance Officers (CSMFO), member

Local government experience
Cities
El Segundo
Lake Forest
La Habra

Norwalk
San Gabriel
Santa Ana

Special Districts
Coachella Valley Water District
Laguna Beach County Water District
Orange County Water District

Tustin
West Hollywood
Westminster

South Coast Water District
Western Municipal Water District
Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater
Authority

Continuing professional education
Attends a minimum of 20 credits annually of continuing professional education classes, including a minimum of
eight credits of audit and accounting classes, resulting in 120 credits for three-year requirement. Every two
years, a minimum of 24 credits of CPE specifically related to Yellow Book requirements is completed.
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Lindsey S. Guidice, CPA
CLA (CliftonLarsonAllen LLP)
Director
Irvine, California

760-994-4031
lindsey.guidice@CLAconnect.com

Profile
phases of local governmental audits including, cities, special districts, single audit
for federal grants, and agreed upon procedures engagements.

Technical experience
Cities
Special districts

Education and professional involvement
Bachelor of science in business administration from California State University, San Marcos
Certified Public Accountant in the state of California
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), member
California Society of Certified Public Accountants (CalCPA), member

Local government experience
City of Hesperia
Vista Irrigation District Encina Wastewater
Authority
Valley-Wide Recreation and Park District Rainbow
Municipal Water District
Heber Public Utilities District

Padre Dam Municipal Water District
Vallecitos Water District
Olivenhain Municipal Water District
Sweetwater Authority
City of Carlsbad
Southbay Irrigation District

Continuing professional education
Attends a minimum of 20 credits annually of continuing professional education classes, including a minimum of
eight credits of audit and accounting classes, resulting in 120 credits for three-year requirement. Every two
years, a minimum of 24 credits of CPE specifically related to Yellow Book requirements is completed.
CLAconnect.com
WEALTH ADVISORY | OUTSOURCING | AUDIT, TAX, AND CONSULTING
Investment advisory services are offered through CliftonLarsonAllen Wealth Advisors, LLC,
an SEC-registered investment advisor.
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B. Quality control procedures and peer review report
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In the most recent peer review report, dated November 2019, we received a rating of pass, which is the most
positive report a firm can receive. We are proud of this accomplishment and its strong evidence of our
commitment to technical excellence and quality service. The full report is provided on the following page.
In addition to an external peer review, we have implemented an intensive internal quality control system to
provide reasonable assurance that the firm and our personnel comply with professional standards and
applicable legal and regulatory requirements. Our quality control system includes the following:
A quality control document that dictates the quality control policies of our firm. In many cases, these
policies exceed the requirements of standard setters and regulatory bodies. Firm leadership promotes and
adherence to our policies and procedures, and to foster quality and accuracy in our services, internal
inspections are performed annually.
Quality control standards as prescribed by the AICPA. The engagement principal is involved in the planning,
fieldwork, and post-fieldwork review. In addition, an appropriately experienced professional performs a riskbased second review of the engagement prior to issuance of the reports.
Hiring decisions and professional development programs designed so personnel possess the competence,
capabilities, and commitment to ethical principles, including independence, integrity, and objectivity, to
perform our services with due professional care.
Workpapers from a representative sample of engagements are reviewed and improvements to our practices
and processes are made, if necessary, based on the results of the internal inspection.
confidentiality of client records and information. Privacy and trust are implicit in the accounting profession,
and CLA strives to act in a way that will honor the public trust.
A requirement that all single audit engagements be reviewed by a designated single audit reviewer,
thereby confirming we are in compliance with the standards set forth in the Uniform Guidance.
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Title Page
February 23, 2022

C. Dollar Cost Bid Proposal to provide professional
auditing services to:

Western Municipal Water District
Prepared by:
CliftonLarsonAllen LLP
2875 Michelle Drive, Suite 300, Irvine, CA 92606
714-978-1300 | fax 714-978-7893
Daphnie Munoz, CPA, Principal
daphnie.munoz@CLAconnect.com
Direct 714-795-5474
CLAconnect.com
WEALTH ADVISORY | OUTSOURCING | AUDIT, TAX, AND CONSULTING
Investment advisory services are offered through CliftonLarsonAllen Wealth Advisors, LLC,
an SEC-registered investment advisor. CLA is an independent member of Nexia International,
a leading, global network of independent accounting and consulting firms. See nexia.com/member-firm-disclaimer.
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1. Total All-Inclusive Maximum Price
a. Name of firm
CLA (CliftonLarsonAllen LLP)

b. Authorized representative
I, Daphnie Munoz, CPA, your engagement principal, will serve as
District) primary contact person for this engagement. Furthermore, as a principal of CLA, I am authorized to sign,
bind, and commit the firm to the obligations contained in this proposal and the District

c. Total all-inclusive maximum price for the fiscal year
Our fees are based on the timely delivery of services provided, the experience of personnel assigned to the
engagement, and our commitment to meeting your deadlines.
CLA understands the importance of providing our clients with value-added strategies. We propose to provide
routine, proactive meetings as part of our fee that will allow us to review and discuss with you the impact
of new accounting issues, as well as any other business issues you are facing and how they should be handled.
This level and frequency of interaction will no doubt enable CLA to help you tackle challenges as they come up
and take full advantage of every opportunity that presents itself.

do all of our clients, that:

mmit to you, as we

We will be available for brief routine questions at no additional charge, a welcome investment in an ongoing relationship.
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Like most firms, we are investing heavily in technology to enhance the client experience, protect our data
environment, and deliver quality services. We believe our clients deserve clarity around our technology and
client support fee, and we will continue to be transparent with our fee structure.
Any additional charges not discussed in this proposal will be mutually agreed upon up front.
We will always be candid and fair in our fee discussions, and we will avoid surprises.
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APPENDIX A Page 1
SCHEDULE OF PROFESSIONAL FEES AND EXPENSES
FOR AUDITS OF FY 2021-2022
SUMMARY

Notes:
a. The above professional fees include technology fee.
b. The schedule of professional fees and expenses in this table supports fixed fee for year one. Years two
to five includes an incremental increase of three percent annually.
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APPENDIX A Page 2
SCHEDULE OF PROFESSIONAL FEES AND EXPENSES
FOR AUDITS OF FY 2021-2022
DETAIL-DISTRICT FINANCIAL AUDIT (Including Negative Assurance on Bond Compliances)

Notes:
a. The above professional fees include technology fee.
b. The schedule of professional fees and expenses in this table supports fixed fee for year one. Years two
to five includes an incremental increase of three percent annually.
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APPENDIX A Page 3
SCHEDULE OF PROFESSIONAL FEES AND EXPENSES
FOR AUDITS OF FY 2021-2022
DETAIL-DISTRICT SINGLE AUDIT

Notes:
a. The fee contemplates auditing one major program. Additional major programs will be audited for an
additional cost of $3,500 each.
b. The above professional fees includes technology fee.
c. The schedule of professional fees and expenses in this table supports fixed fee for year one. Years two
to five includes an incremental increase of three percent annually.
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APPENDIX A Page 4
SCHEDULE OF PROFESSIONAL FEES AND EXPENSES
FOR AUDITS OF FY 2021-2022
DETAIL-WRCRWA FINANCIAL AUDIT

Notes:
a. The above professional fees includes technology fee.
b. The schedule of professional fees and expenses in this table supports fixed fee for year one. Years two
to five includes an incremental increase of three percent annually.
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APPENDIX A Page 5
SCHEDULE OF PROFESSIONAL FEES AND EXPENSES
FOR AUDITS OF FY 2021-2022
DETAIL-WRCRWA SINGLE AUDIT

Notes:
a. The fee contemplates auditing one major program. Additional major programs will be audited for an
additional cost of $3,500 each.
b. The above professional fees includes technology fee.
c. The schedule of professional fees and expenses in this table supports fixed fee for year one. Years two
to five includes an incremental increase of three percent annually.
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APPENDIX A Page 6
SCHEDULE OF PROFESSIONAL FEES AND EXPENSES
FOR AUDITS OF FY 2021-2022
DETAIL-CFD NO. 88-1 OF THE MURRIETA COUNTY WATER DISTRICT

Notes:
a. The above professional fees includes technology fee.
b. The schedule of professional fees and expenses in this table supports fixed fee for year one. Years two
to five includes an incremental increase of three percent annually.
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APPENDIX A Page 7
SCHEDULE OF PROFESSIONAL FEES AND EXPENSES
FOR AUDITS OF FY 2021-2022
DETAIL-IMPROVEMENT AREA NO. 2 OF CFD NO. 88-1 OF THE MURRIETA COUNTY WATER DISTRICT

Notes:
a. The above professional fees includes technology fee.
b. The schedule of professional fees and expenses in this table supports fixed fee for year one. Years two
to five includes an incremental increase of three percent annually.
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APPENDIX A Page 8
SCHEDULE OF PROFESSIONAL FEES AND EXPENSES
FOR AUDITS OF FY 2021-2022
DETAIL- CFD NO. 99-1 OF THE MURRIETA COUNTY WATER DISTRICT

Notes:
a. The above professional fees includes technology fee.
b. The schedule of professional fees and expenses in this table supports fixed fee for year one. Years two
to five includes an incremental increase of three percent annually.
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APPENDIX A Page 9
SCHEDULE OF PROFESSIONAL FEES AND EXPENSES
FOR AUDITS OF FY 2021-2022
DETAIL- RETIREMENT MEDICAL BENEFITS PLAN

Notes:
a. The above professional fees includes technology fee.
b. The schedule of professional fees and expenses in this table supports fixed fee for year one. Years two
to five includes an incremental increase of three percent annually.
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2. Rates by Partner, Specialist, Supervisory and Staff
Level, Time Hours Anticipated for Each
Rates by Partner, Specialist, Supervisory and Staff Level, Time Hours Anticipated for Each Pricing for the audit
engagement are listed in Appendices of this Dollar Cost Bid.

3. Out-of-pocket expenses
Any out-of-pocket expenses are listed in the Appendices of this Dollar Cost Bid.

4. Rates for Additional Professional Services
CLA acknowledges and agrees that if it should become necessary for the District to request CLA to perform any
additional services to either supplement the services requested in the RFP or to perform additional work as a
result of the specific recommendations included in any report issued on this engagement, then such additional
work will be performed only if set forth in an addendum to the contract between the District and the firm. Any
such additional work agreed to between the District and the firm will be performed at the same rates set forth
in the schedule of fees and expenses included in this dollar cost bid.

5. Manner of Payment
The charges for our work are to be based upon the time involved, degree of responsibility assumed, and skills
required, plus expenses including internal and administrative charges. Bills for services are due when submitted.
Interim bills may be submitted at periodic dates to cover charges and expenses incurred but will not be
submitted more often than monthly.

Our last word on fees we are committed to serving you. Therefore, if fees are a
deciding factor in your selection of an accounting firm, we would appreciate the
opportunity to discuss our scope of services.
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WRCRWA BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Agenda Item 5.B.
May 26, 2022

TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Katherine Aleman, Chair
Fauzia Rizvi, Vice Chair
Wes Speake, Secretary-Treasurer
Jane Anderson
Tracey LaBonte
FROM:

Gary Miller, Administrator

CONSIDER APPROVAL OF A CONSULTING SERVICES CONTRACT WITH
DOPUDJA & WELLS CONSULTING FOR THE DEVELOPMENT AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF A POLICY FRAMEWORK FOR THE AUTHORITY’S
RECYCLED WATER PROGRAM IN AN AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $95,445
RECOMMENDATION:
The Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority (WRCRWA) Executive
Committee and the Administrator recommend that the Board of Directors:
1. Approve a budget of $95,445 for the development and implementation of a
policy framework to support the Authority’s recycled water program on
behalf of its five member agencies, and
2. Authorize the Administrator to execute a professional services contract and
open a purchase order with DOPUDJA & WELLS CONSULTING in an amount
not-to-exceed $95,445 for consulting services related to that policy
framework and related services, and
3. Disband the Recycled Water Subcommittee as the Recycled Water
Subcommittee has now accomplished its original task and the proposed
Consultant will now work directly with the Executive Committee going
forward.
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BUDGET IMPACT:
The proposed consulting services for the development and implementation of a policy
framework to support its Recycled Water Program in an amount of $95,445, is
sufficiently covered by the Authority’s 2022/2023 Operating Budget.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The WRCRWA Recycled Water Project (Project) is in need of a fundamental framework,
including the development of a policy that will be agreeable among all of WRCRWA’s
members. The framework will address and gain consensus on key outstanding issues
that are impeding the advancement of recycled water projects among the WRCRWA
members and the potential sales of recycled water to outside agencies. This request is
to authorize $95,445 for Professional Consulting Services required for the development
of a policy and guidelines for Project implementation.
DETAIL:
WRCRWA is a joint powers wastewater authority consisting of the cities of Norco and
Corona, the Jurupa Community Services District (JCSD), the Home Gardens Sanitary
District (Home Gardens) and the Western Municipal Water District (WMWD). The
principal purpose of WRCRWA is to provide transmission, treatment, and disposal of up
to 14 million gallons per day (MGD) of wastewater from its tertiary treatment plant
which is located immediately north of the Santa Ana River on River Road in the City of
Corona.
The WRCRWA wastewater treatment plant currently discharges tertiary treated effluent
into the Santa Ana River. It is the desire of the members to develop a policy framework
for business planning purposes to support the future beneficial use of that effluent that
will be provided as recycled water. A Change of Use Order (WW0067) issued by the
State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) in February 2018 allows WRCRWA to
divert discharges from the Santa Ana River to the extent that there are no significant
impacts on riparian habitat. Several members, including JCSD and cities of Corona and
Norco, have expressed interest and are in various stages of development of recycled
water programs using effluent from the WRCRWA plant. Similarly, Inland Empire
Utilities Agency (IEUA) has also proposed the acquisition of recycled water from
WRCRWA to support the implementation of its Chino Basin Program (CBP). To
accommodate these future needs, the WRCRWA member agencies need to resolve
several key issues relating to: future planning assumptions for recycled water use
among the member agencies, reconciliation of available recycled water for external
sales, a recycled water pumping and transmission system ownership model, sizing
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of recycled water facilities owned by WRCRWA, an equitable cost allocation model,
and development of policies, terms and a process for considering for sales of recycled
water to non-member agencies.
On October 21, 2021, a decision was made by the WRCRWA Board of Directors to move
forward with establishment of a Recycled Water Subcommittee for the express purpose
of developing a plan of action. An announcement was made at the December 14, 2021
Board Meeting that Tom Moody had agreed to serve as Chair for the Subcommittee.
The Subcommittee consists of Tom Moody (Chair from the City of Corona), Scott Lynch
from Jurupa Community Services District (JCSD), and Ryan Shaw from Western
Municipal Water District (Western). The WRCRWA Administrator has also worked with
the subcommittee. After initial discussions regarding the needs and challenges of
developing a policy and plan framework, pursuing outside assistance from a third-party
consultant was explored as a more efficient alternative.
Seeking a firm with specialized expertise in recycled water program policy development,
Authority staff contacted the firm of Dopudja & Wells (Irvine, CA). Following initial
discussions with the Administrator and Subcommittee Chair, a letter proposal was
received. The attached proposal, along with a proposed scope of work and fee
estimate, were presented to the Executive Committee at its Special Meeting on May
17, 2022. Following discussion, the Executive Committee agreed to recommend the
hiring of the consultant and further recommend that the Board disband the
Subcommittee as it has accomplished its task of developing a plan of action.
The Executive Committee and the Administrator have evaluated the proposal and
recommend to the Board of Directors the hiring of Dopudja & Wells based on the
following:


Dopudja & Wells has specialized expertise in the development of recycled water
program policy frameworks;



Project understanding – the Consultant has proposed a step-by-step process for
development of a program that includes workshops and consultation with each
member agency and has a unique understanding of the key issues;



Experience and technical competence of key personnel;



Evaluation of the appropriateness of the proposed level of effort in relation to the
results and deliverables expected;



Ability to expedite the development of a policy, per the Board of Director’s request
on October 21, 2021.
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Gary Miller
Administrator
Attachment(s):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Letter Proposal from Dopudja & Wells
Prospective Issues Requiring Resolution (Proposal Attachment A)
Task and Work Product Summary (Proposal Attachment B)
Task Level Fee Detail (Proposal Attachment C)
Dopudja & Wells Firm Background Information
WRCRWA Recycled Water Program Development PowerPoint
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Attachment 1

May 17, 2022
Mr. Gary Miller
Administrator
Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority
14205 Meridian Parkway
Riverside, CA 92518
SUBJECT:

Proposal to Provide Senior Advisory Services for the Development of the Western Riverside
County Regional Wastewater Authority Water Recycling Program

Dear Gary,
Dopudja & Wells Consulting (Dopudja & Wells) understands that the Western Riverside County Regional
Wastewater Authority (WRCRWA) is seeking support for the development and implementation of a policy
framework to support its recycled program on behalf of its five member agencies. The framework will need to
address key outstanding issues that are currently impeding the advancement of recycled projects among the
WRCRWA members and the potential sales of recycled water to outside agencies. This effort will involve working
with WRCRWA management and its member agencies through a facilitated process to identify, address and reach
consensus on the key issues, followed by the development and adoption by the WRCRWA Board of policies to
support recycled water program implementation.

Background
WRCRWA is a joint powers wastewater authority consisting of the cities of Norco, Corona, the Jurupa Community
Services District (JCSD), the Home Gardens Sanitary District (Home Gardens) and the Western Municipal Water
District (WMWD). The principal purpose of WRCRWA is to provide transmission, treatment, and disposal of up to
14 million gallons per day (MGD) of wastewater from its tertiary treatment plant which is located immediately
north of the Santa Ana River on River Road in the City of Corona. The WRCRWA sewer service area is bounded on
the north by the JCSD service area in the City of Eastvale, on the west by JCSD, the City of Norco and the central
portion of the City of Corona, on the east by JCSD, the cities of Norco and Corona, Home Gardens and the western
portion of WMWD, and on the south by the City of Corona. WMWD is the current administrator of WRCRWA.
The WRCRWA wastewater treatment plant currently discharges tertiary treated effluent into the Santa Ana River.
It is the desire of the members to develop a policy framework for business planning purposes to support the future
beneficial use of recycled water. A Change of Use Order (WW0067) issued by the State Water Resources Control
Board (SWRCB) in February 2018 allows WRCRWA to divert discharges from the Santa Ana River to the extent that
there are no significant impacts on riparian habitat. Several members, including JCSD and cities of Corona and
Norco have expressed interest and are in various stages of development of recycled water programs using effluent
from the WRCRWA plant. Similarly, Inland Empire Utilities Agency (IEUA) has also proposed the acquisition of
recycled water from WRCRWA to support the implementation of its Chino Basin Program (CBP). To accommodate
these future needs, the WRCRWA member agencies need to resolve several key issues relating to: future planning
assumptions for recycled water use among the member agencies, reconciliation of available recycled water for
external sales, a recycled water pumping and transmission system ownership model, sizing of recycled water
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facilities owned by WRCRWA, an equitable cost allocation model, and development of policies, terms and a
process for considering for external sales or recycled water.

Scope of Work
The following tasks comprise the scope of work required to assist WRCRWA with resolution of issues and the
development of policies to support implementation of its recycled water program.

Task 1. Data Request, Review and Analysis
Dopudja & Wells will prepare and submit to WRCRWA a data request to provide baseline information for the
resolution of the issues identified on Attachment A. The data request will include but not be limited to resolutions,
ordinances, operating budgets and Capital Improvement Plans and planning studies and cost estimates conducted
by WRCRWA and its member agencies relating to the WRCRWA treatment plant and the proposed use of recycled
water from the facility. Information will also be requested on the agencies’ plans and projections for recycled
water use within the next five years, by 2032 and at ultimate demands. In addition, recycled water purchase
proposals from IEUA and others will also be reviewed.
The data provided and analyzed in this task will form the basis for addressing issues and developing a policy
framework for WRCRWA’s recycled water program. Dopudja & Wells will rely on available data provide by
WRCRWA and its member agencies for this purpose, integrated, reconciled, and updated as necessary. Similarly,
any operating data, recycled water cost projections or projected operating costs for the recycled water system
will be provided by WRCRWA or its member agencies.

Task 1 Summary: Preparation of data request and review and analysis of pertinent
information relating WRCRWA’s and its member agencies’ recycled water programs.

Task 2. Interviews with Member Agencies and WRCRWA Management
Based upon initial document research and discussion with the WRCRWA Administrator, Dopudja & Wells has
prepared a preliminary list of prospective issues requiring resolution for the WRCRWA recycled water program
which is included as Attachment A. Task 1 will involve contacting designated representatives of the WRCRWA
member agencies to review this list, validate the issues and ascertain if there are additional issues or concerns in
which the member agencies believe need to be addressed. Dopudja & Wells will schedule individual virtual
interviews with the five WRCRWA member agencies.
From information gathered in the interviews, an updated issue list will be delivered to the WRCRWA Administrator
and reviewed with the WRCRWA Executive Committee for completeness and consensus.

Task 2 Summary: This task includes five virtual meetings with individual WRCRWA member
agencies representatives and preparation of an updated list of prospective issues requiring
resolution for the WRCRWA recycled water program. Review of the updated list with the
WRCRWA Administrator and the Executive Committee.
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Task 3. Evaluation of Recycled Water Availability and Conceptual Infrastructure Requirements
Using the data provided in Task 1 and Task 2, Dopudja & Wells will develop reconciled projections for recycled
water availability within the WRCRWA member agencies. The projections will include near-term (next five years),
2032, and ultimate values. Because recycled water availability may be constrained by either annual supply
available or peak supply available during summer months, both annual and peak projections will be developed.
Dopudja & Wells will develop a conceptual layout for the required WRCRWA-owned recycled water infrastructure.
The conceptual layout will be modular so that it can be refined and updated as recycled water flow projections
are updated and improved. The conceptual layout will be based upon previous efforts to the extent possible,
updated where appropriate.

Task 3 Summary: Recycled water availability and conceptual infrastructure projections will
be developed in figure and table format. The figures and tables will be integrated into the
facilitated workshops described in Task 4.

Task 4. Facilitated Workshops with Representatives of WRCRWA’s Member Agencies
Dopudja & Wells proposes to conduct three facilitated workshops with designated WRCRWA member agency
representatives to develop consensus and recommendations regarding the key outstanding issues surrounding
the recycled water program. The duration of the workshops will each be approximately two to three hours in
length and will be held in-person at the offices of WMWD.
Each of the three workshops will address and seek to achieve consensus on the following topics:
Workshop #1:
•
•
•

Review and validation of recycled water planning assumptions, usage projections and related data.
Review conceptual infrastructure requirements.
Limits and sizing of the WRCRWA portion of the recycled water system.

Workshop #2:
•
•

Ownership model alternatives for WRCRWA’s portion of the recycled water system.
Recycled water system capital and operating cost allocation methods.

Workshop #3
•
•

Cost recovery model for recycled water transfers among WRCRWA’s member agencies and for outside
sales.
Structure for outside recycled water sales agreements, pricing components and terms, and approval
processes.

Dopudja & Wells will prepare and distribute agendas and materials in advance of the workshops and conduct the
facilitation. Prior to distribution to the WRCRWA member agency representatives participating in the workshops,
agendas and materials will be provided to the WRCRWA Administrator for review and comment. Subsequent to
each workshop, a brief report-out summary of agreements reached in the workshops will be provided to the
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participants and the WRCRWA Administrator for review and concurrence. All workshops will be scheduled by
WRCRWA.
It should be noted that if additional, unanticipated issues and topics are identified Task 1, or if the WRCRWA
member agency participants are initially unable to reach consensus and additional data or alternatives need to be
developed, additional workshops may be necessary and would be an added scope item.

Task 4 Summary: Conduct three workshops with WRCRWA’s Recycled Water Committee
including preparation of all agendas, presentations and materials, and workshop report-out
summaries.

Task 5. Policy Development
At the conclusion of the workshops in Task 4, findings and recommendations will be summarized in a draft recycled
water policy memorandum. Included in the memorandum will be a proposed list of overarching policy principles
to form the basis of WRCRWA’s recycled water program. The policy principles will cover each of the major issue
and topic areas discussed in the workshops.
The draft recycled water policy memorandum will be distributed to the WRCRWA Administrator for review and
comment. Dopudja & Wells will reconcile and incorporate comments into the draft memorandum and policy
principles. The revised draft recycled water policy memorandum will be distributed to the Executive Committee
and a virtual meeting to discuss edits and come to consensus on a final version of the document, which will then
be prepared by Dopudja & Wells.
In addition, Dopudja & Wells will prepare a PowerPoint presentation describing the findings and
recommendations from the workshops and the proposed recycled program principles. The presentation will be
reviewed with the WRCRWA Administrator and comments incorporated. Once finalized, Dopudja & Wells will
present the draft recycled water policy memorandum and presentation to the WRCRWA Board of Directors, as
directed. The goal of the presentation will be to secure Board concurrence with the policy principles and to receive
direction to incorporate the principles, as needed, into Ordinances or Resolutions for future consideration by the
Board.

Task 5 Summary: Completion of a recycled water policy memorandum summarizing the
findings and recommendations from the workshops, and proposed WRCRWA recycled water
policy principles. Review with the Administrator and Executive Committee and incorporate
comments. Prepared and give companion presentation to the Board of Directors for
concurrence.

Task 6. Implementation Support
Upon adoption of the policy principles developed in Tasks 4 and 5, Dopudja & Wells will work with the WRCRWA
Administrator and WRCRWA’s legal counsel to determine the need to amend existing or draft new recycled water
related Ordinances and Resolutions to codify WRCRWA’s recycled water policy principles. For this task, it is
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assumed that WRCRWA’s legal counsel will prepare all drafts of needed Ordinances and Resolutions and Dopudja
& Wells will review and provide comments. In addition, Dopudja & Wells staff will attend and assist in responding
to questions, as needed, in WRCRWA Executive Committee and Board of Directors meetings in which the
Ordinances and Resolutions are presented for approval and adoption.

Task 6 Summary: Provide support to WRCRA Administrator and legal counsel in reviewing
proposed amendments to existing or new recycled water related Ordinances and Resolutions.
This will also include meeting attendance at the WRCRWA Executive Committee and Board
meeting in which recycled water Ordinances or Resolutions are considered for adoption.

Task 7. Project Control
Project control activities include coordination of project activities with WRCRWA staff, management of internal
project support team, monitoring of schedule and budget, and internal review of work products (QA/QC).

Task 7 Summary: Dopudja & Wells will provide bi-weekly project status updates to the
WRCRWA Administrator via phone or email, as well as monthly work summaries attached to
invoices.

Summary
An overview and summary of the tasks and process described herein for the Senior Advisory Services for the
development of WRCRWA’s recycled water program, including outcomes and deliverables, is included in
Attachment B.

Proposed Fee
The tasks in the Scope of Work described above will be performed on a time and materials basis, with the total
fee not to exceed $95,445. The task-level details of this fee and assumed hours are provided in Attachment C. The
proposed budget is for the entire engagement and budget may be shifted by Dopudja & Wells among tasks as the
project progresses.
It should be noted that the estimated fee is contingent upon the scope of the issues identified by the WRCRWA
member agencies in Task 1, and their willingness to come to consensus on a recycled water policy framework as
described in Tasks 3 and 4. It should be noted that if resolution of specific issues requires additional research,
development of alternatives, or additional workshops or meetings, the costs provided in this proposal will require
adjustment. This will be monitored throughout the duration of the project and coordinated with the WRCRWA
Administrator. It is understood that any increase to the fee shown in Attachment C as a result of a change in
scope, as noted above, will require authorization from WRCRWA.
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Schedule
Dopudja & Wells will complete Task 1 and all interviews in Task 2 (assuming the availability of member agency
representatives) within five weeks from Notice to Proceed. The three Workshops in Task 4 would be scheduled
monthly starting one week after the completion of Task 3. The completion of the draft recycled water policy
memorandum would be completed within three weeks of the final workshop, with the presentation to the
Executive Committee and Board four adoption, assuming reasonable revisions by the Recycled Water Committee,
within three weeks thereafter. The review of Resolutions and Ordinances under Task 6 will be reliant WRCRWA
legal counsel’s schedule for drafting and incorporation of amendments and is assumed to be six weeks. As
previously noted, multiple meetings will be required to complete Task 2, and Dopudja & Wells will coordinate all
meetings as early as possible to facilitate timely completion. Workshops in Task 4 with the Recycled Water
Committee are assumed to be scheduled by WRCRWA. Task 7, Project Control, is on-going throughout the
duration of the project.
An overview of the proposed schedule and durations of tasks are as follows:
Task 1: Data Request, Review and Analysis

3 weeks

Task 2: Interviews with Member Agencies and WRCRWA Management

3 weeks

Task 3: Evaluation of RW Availability and Infrastructure Requirements

2 weeks

Task 4: Facilitated Workshops with Recycled Water Committee (three workshops)

12 weeks

Task 5: Policy Development

6 weeks

Task 6: Implementation Support

6 weeks
Total Estimated Duration:

32 weeks

We look forward to working with WRCRWA on this important project. Please do not hesitate to contact Paul Jones
at paul.jones@dopudjawells.com or at 714-289-9812 if there are any questions.

Sincerely,
Dopudja & Wells Consulting

Stephen Dopudja, P.E.
President
R.C.E 65187
PDJ
Attachments
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Attachment A
WRCRWA Water Recycling Program
Prospective Issues Requiring Resolution1
April 26, 2022

Determine Recycled Water Availability Planning Assumptions (existing, 2032 and ultimate)
1. In-plant use amount.
2. Reserve flows for river discharge under Change of Use Petition.
3. Available recycled water flows for WRCWRA member agencies and outside sales.

Determine Recycled Water Demands and Outside Sales Assumptions (annual demands/peak
flows)
1. Future projected demands of northern agencies (existing, 2032 and ultimate):
a. JCSD
b. IEUA (outside sale)
c. Other outside sales
2. Future projected demands of southern agencies (existing, 2032 and ultimate):
a. Corona
b. Norco
c. Other outside sales – replenishment obligations
3. Confirmation of no future demands from Home Gardens and WMWD.

Reconcile Recycled Water Availability (existing, 2032 and ultimate)
1. Member agency’s recycled water allocation (per Ordinance 2019-OR9)
2. Member’s agency’s recycled water demands.
3. Net recycled water available by agency for internal transfer or for outside sales (to north
and south of plant).

Establish Recycled Water System Ownership Model
Define system limits of WRCRWA-owned facilities and Point of Connection (POC) as basis of
ownership structure.
1. Example ownership model structure:
a. WRCRWA overall ownership of regional pump station and transmission facilities
to member agencies’ POC.
b. Member agencies own all distribution system assets downstream of POC.
c. Each member agency has dedicated capacity allocated in regional pump station
and in transmission facilities serving their agency.
d. WRCRWA retains capacity allocation in facilities for outside sales.
2. Other ownership models?
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Determine Sizing and Costs for WRCRWA Recycled Water System
1. Based upon demands and delivery locations.
2. Determine basis of sizing of pump station of and transmission facilities:
a. 2032 demands? Ultimate demands? Other?
3. Develop agreed-to cost estimates for:
a. Capital
b. Operations and Maintenance (O&M)
c. Annual Replacement and Refurbishment (R&R) contributions

Determine Recycled System Capital and Operating Cost Allocation Policy
1. Establish method and policy for fair and equitable recover of costs
2. Example cost allocation methods:
a. Capital facility contributions
i. Regional pump station
1. Proportionately allocated to each agency based upon ultimate
recycled water demands.
2. Capacity allocated for outside sales paid proportionately by all
member agencies.
ii. Regional transmission facilities
1. Proportionately allocated to each member agency based upon
ultimate projected usage of specific transmission facility by
agency.
2. Capacity allocated to outside sales paid for proportionately by all
member agencies.
b. Operations and Maintenance (O&M) cost allocation
i. Fixed operating cost allocation – proportionately to each member based
upon capacity ownership.
ii. Variable operating cost allocation – proportionately to each member
agency or outside purchaser (through rate) based upon recycled water
delivered.
3. Other Capital and O&M cost allocation and recovery methods?
Develop Cost Recovery Policy for Recycled Water Transfers and Sales
1. Member to member transfer costs – example:
a. Recycled water supply internal rate (recovers treatment costs at plant).
b. Other costs?
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2. Outside purchaser costs (minimum) – example rate components:
a. Recycled water supply component (recovers treatment costs at plant).
b. Capital component (regional pump station, transmission facilities, R&R
contribution).
c. O&M component (pump station and transmission to POC).
d. Other components?

Establish Process and Policy for Recycled Water Outside Sales
1. Determine sales agreement components:
a. Examples: Cost, term, end-use regulatory compliance requirements, WRCRWA
indemnification, etc.
b. Other components?
2. Develop process for sales requests:
a. Sold based upon availability of recycled water from each member agency, or
from “pooled” unused supplies?
i. By agency
1. Each agency offers all or part of the recycled water from its
allocation for sale at minimum price or above.
2. Agency credited for sales proceeds.
3. Approval of agency selling recycled water required.
4. More than one agency may participate in a sale.
ii. Pooled
1. Unused recycled water placed in WRCRWA sales pool.
2. Recycled water offered for sale at minimum price or above.
3. Agencies proportionately credited for sales proceeds.
4. Approval of all agencies selling recycled water through the pool
required.
iii. Other sales structures?
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Attachment B
Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority (WRCRWA) Water Recycling Program
Task and Work Product Summary

Tasks
Task 1: Data
Request Review
and Analysis

Summary
Preparation of a data request. Review and analyze pertinent
information relating to WRCRWA’s and its member agencies’
recycled water programs

Outcome/Deliverable
•
•
•

Task 2: Interviews
with Member
Agencies and
WRCRWA
Management

Conduct virtual meetings with individual WRCRWA member
agencies and preparation of an updated list of prospective issues
requiring resolution for the WRCRWA recycled water program.
Review of the updated list with the WRCRWA Administrator and
the Recycled Water Committee.

•
•
•

Task 3: Evaluation
of Recycled Water
Availability and
Conceptual
Infrastructure
Requirements
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Reconciliation of projections for near-term (next five years), 2032
and ultimate recycled water demands including annual and peak
summer requirements.
Development of a conceptual modular layout for the required
WRCRWA-owned recycled water infrastructure that can be
updated as recycled water flow projections are updated and
finalized.

•
•

A base understanding of WRCRWA and member
agencies’ recycled water programs and proposals.
Member agencies’ projections of near-term (next five
years), 2032 and ultimate recycled water demands.
Operating data, cost projections and estimated
operating costs.
A comprehensive list of all WRCRWA and member
agency issues that need to be resolved to move
WRCRWA’s recycled water program forward.
Issues identified will form the basis for workshops in
Task 4.
Updated and completed list of issues will be provided to
WRCRWA Administrator and Recycled Water
Committee.
A recycled water availability table and conceptual
infrastructure projections will be developed in table and
figure format.
Figures and tables will be integrated into the facilitated
workshops materials described in Task 4, and also made
available to the WRCRWA Administrator and Recycled
Water Committee members.

Western Riverside County Regional Wastewater Authority (WRCRWA) Water Recycling Program
Task and Work Product Summary
Page 2
Task 4: Facilitated
Workshops with
Recycled Water
Committee

Conduct three facilitated workshops to develop consensus and
recommendations regarding the key outstanding issues
surrounding the recycled water program.

Task 5: Policy
Development

Development of WRCRWA’s recycled water policy framework and
policy principles to form the basis for implementing WRCRWA’s
recycled water program.

•

•
Key workshop topics (identified to date) include validation of
projections and planning assumptions, conceptual infrastructure
•
requirements, limits and sizing of WRCRWA recycled system,
WRCRWA recycled system ownership model, capital and
operating cost allocation methods, cost recovery alternatives, and
structure for outside recycled sales agreements.
•

•
•

Task 6:
Implementation
Support

Task 7: Project
Control
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Development of needed amendments or new recycled water
related Ordinances and Resolutions to codify WRCRWA’s recycled
water policy principles policy principles developed in Tasks 4 and
5 and approved by WRCRWA Board.

•

Manage and coordinate the project with WRCRWA Administrator.

•

•

All agendas, presentations and materials, facilitation,
and report-out summaries for workshops with
WRCRWA’s Recycled Water Committee.
Workshop materials developed and reviewed in
advance with WRCRWA Administrator.
Consensus decisions from workshops will form the basis
for WRCRWA Recycled Water policy recommendations
in Task 5.

Completion of a Recycled Water Policy Memorandum
summarizing the findings and recommendations from
the workshops, and proposed WRCRWA recycled water
policy principles.
Distribute to WRCRWA Administrator and Recycled
Water Committee for review, incorporate comments.
Finalize Recycled Water Policy Memorandum, and
prepare and provide presentation of findings,
recommendations and policy principles to Executive
Committee and Board of Directors for concurrence.
Support to WRCRA Administrator and legal counsel in
reviewing proposed amendments to existing or new
Recycled Water Ordinances or Resolutions.
Attend meetings of WRCRWA Executive Committee and
Board to support adoption of requisite Recycled Water
Ordinances or Resolutions.
Provide bi-weekly project status updates to the
WRCRWA Administrator via phone or email, as well as
monthly work summaries attached to invoices.

Attachment 4
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Dopudja & Wells Consulting was founded as a specialty consulting firm that provides our water, wastewater
and recycled water utility clientele with senior level strategic advisory services, program management, project
management, owner’s representation, water resources master planning, hydraulic modeling, infrastructure
design, public-private partnership facilitation and staff augmentation services. Our staff have unparalleled
expertise in utility management and our ability to solving complex technical and political challenges, often not
found in many traditional consulting firms. This includes considerable experience in the public sector and
specialty consulting along with the unique perspectives and experience of a chief executive and an elected
director to water/wastewater agencies.
Due to our expertise in both the public utility and consulting fields, we have developed a proven approach to
work in collaborative partnerships with our clients to assist them is solving highly complex issues. We focus on
being trusted advisors to our valued clients, providing the highest level of professionalism, honesty, integrity,
and a commitment to always being forthright with our clients and their communities. With approximately 200
years of combined staff experience in utility management, water policy and project delivery, Dopudja & Wells
brings a unique water industry expertise to each of our clients and their projects.
Dopudja and Wells areas of expertise include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategic Advisory Services
Owner’s Representative Services
Program Development and Management
Project Management
Water Resource Planning
Master Planning
Hydraulic Modeling
Infrastructure Design
Public-Private Partnerships
Staff Augmentation
Interagency Issue Facilitation and Negotiations

Similar projects where Dopudja and Wells team members have demonstrated proven success include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Santa Ana River Conservation and Conjunctive Use Program Multi-agency Program Development and
Supply Agreement – Eastern MWD
Diamond Valley Lake Implementation Committee Interagency Facilitation – Eastern MWD
Strand Ranch – Metropolitan Water Banking Program Implementation – Irvine Ranch WD
Rancho California Water District Recycled Water Allocation Agreement – Eastern MWD
ARCO Refinery Recycled Water Advanced Treatment and Use Agreement – West Basin MWD
Three Party Recycled Water Resource Evaluation – Rancho California WD/Eastern MWD/ Elsinore
Valley MWD
On-site Recycled Water Retrofit Incentive Program – Eastern MWD
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coastal Region Potable Water/Recycled Water Hydraulic Model Update and Pump Station Evaluation –
Irvine Ranch WD
Lynwood Recycled Water Pipeline Design – Central Basin Municipal Water District
Montebello Hills Recycled Water Pipeline and Pump Station - Central Basin Municipal Water District
Irvine Lake Pipeline Recycled Water Conversion – Irvine Ranch Water District
Planning Area 18 Recycled Water Pump Station – Irvine Ranch Water District
Lake Forest Drive Recycled Water Pipelines - Irvine Ranch Water District
Shady Canyon Recycled Water Pipelines - Irvine Ranch Water District
Recycled Water Master Plan Update – City of Rialto

As mentioned above, Dopudja and Wells staff have unparalleled expertise and reputation. Our staff include:
Paul D Jones II, P.E.
Paul D. Jones II serves as a Senior Advisor for Dopudja & Wells Consulting, assisting our utility clientele with
executive management, inter-agency negotiation, strategic planning, and policy advisory services. Paul
recently retired as general manager of the Eastern Municipal Water District (EMWD) which is a Metropolitan
Water District member agency and provides water, wastewater, and recycled water services to 830,000
residents to seven cities in western Riverside County. He served in that capacity for ten years. At EMWD, Paul
led key initiatives in regional water supply development, wastewater collection and treatment plant expansion,
brackish desalination, water banking and recycled water system expansion. Prior to EMWD, Paul served for 12
years as the general manager of Irvine Ranch Water District in Orange County and has over 30 years of
experience in the water industry and engineering field in both the public and private sectors. He is nationally
recognized for his work in water recycling project and policy development and has served as the chair of both
the California and national WateReuse Association.
Jon Wells, P.E.
Jon Wells is a consulting engineer and Principal for Dopudja & Wells Consulting, with a focus on water,
wastewater and recycled water system hydraulic modeling and master planning. He brings extensive
experience in hydraulic modeling using a wide variety of software applications. Additionally, Jon has
experience in developing demand projections, performing demand sensitivity analysis, and evaluating water
balance in recycled and potable distribution systems. Jon’s experience includes serving as project manager or
project engineer on numerous water, wastewater and recycled master plans, hydraulic model updates, and
capacity assessments.

Stephen Dopudja, P.E.
Stephen Dopudja is a principal consulting civil engineer for Dopudja & Wells Consulting, with specialized
experience in managing water resources projects. His capabilities range from the planning and computer
modeling of water, wastewater and recycled water systems, serving as an Owner’s Advisor, to the design and
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in using a variety of project delivery methods including Design-Build, traditional Design-Bid-Build and Public
Private Partnerships. Stephen brings a unique combination of experience public and private sector experience,
having worked for private engineering firms in the Southern California area, while also serving as an elected
official to a water, wastewater and recycled water agency, and serving on the Board of Directors for a tenmember joint powers authority. His experience also includes residential land development and roadway
infrastructure improvements, including storm drains. He has also worked on several international projects.
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WRCRWA Recycled Water
Program Development
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Board of Directors Meeting
5/26/22

Presentation Topics
• Who We Are
• Key Issues Requiring Resolution to Advance WRCRWA’s
Recycled Water Program
• Proposed Scope of Work and Deliverables
• Proposed Schedule
• Feedback, Questions, and Next Steps
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Who We Are
Dopudja & Wells Consulting is a specialty consulting firm that provides our
water, wastewater and recycled water utility clientele with:
• Senior-level Strategic Advisory Services
• Program and Project Management
• Owner’s Representation
• Water Resources Master Planning
• Hydraulic Modeling
• Public-private Partnership Facilitation
• Staff Augmentation Services
• Interagency
Issue Facilitation and Negotiations
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Who We Are
Paul D Jones II, P.E.
• 30 Years of experience in water industry

• Former GM leading recycled water agencies including Eastern MWD,
Irvine Ranch Water District and West Basin MWD
• Significant experience in recycled program development, CIP, cost
allocation/recovery and interagency agreements.

Jon Wells, P.E.
• 20 Years of experience in planning and hydraulic modeling
• Experience in CIP development and phasing

Stephen Dopudja, P.E.
• 30 Years of experience in the water industry
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• Extensive experience In Owner’s Advisor role
• Elected Official (Including Wastewater JPA Appointment)

Key Issues Identified by Dopudja & Wells to Date Requiring
Resolution - Attachment A
Planning Issues
1.Determine amounts of recycled water that will be
produced and available for consumptive use
(existing, 2032 and ultimate)
2.Establish WRCRWA agencies’ demands for recycled
water and the potential demands of outside
agencies for potential sales (annual demands/peak
flows)?

3.Reconcile recycled water availability for internal
uses and external sales (existing, 2032 and ultimate)
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Key Issues Identified by Dopudja & Wells to Date Requiring
Resolution - Attachment A (cont’d.)
Infrastructure Issues:
1.Establish Recycled Water System Ownership Model
2.Determine the sizing, costs and limits of WRCRWA Recycled
Water System

Cost Allocation and Recovery Issues:
1.Establish WRCRWA’s policies for allocating recycled system
capital and operating costs
2.Develop a cost recovery policy for recycled water transfers and
outside sales
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3.Establish
terms, conditions and a process for implementing
recycled water outside sales

Proposed Scope and Deliverables
Address Summarized Issues Through The following Tasks:
Tasks
Task 1: Data Request
Review and Analysis

Summary
• Data request - WRCRWA and its member
agencies.
• Review and analysis of available
documentation.

Outcome/Deliverable
• Understanding agencies’ recycled water
programs and proposals.
• Usage projections.
• Operating data, cost projections and
estimated operating costs.

Task 2: Interviews with • Virtual meetings with all WRCRWA agencies • Complete list of WRCRWA and member
Member Agencies and • Update list of Issues – clearly understand
agency issues.
WRCRWA Management agencies’ needs.
• Updated list provided to Recycled
Committee.
• Issues form basis for workshops in Task 4.
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Proposed Scope and Deliverables (cont’d)
Tasks

Summary

Outcome/Deliverable

Task 3: Evaluation
of Recycled Water
Availability and
Conceptual
Infrastructure
Requirements

• Reconciliation of projections for near-term (next five • Recycled water availability table.
years), 2032 and ultimate (annual and peak
• Conceptual infrastructure
summer).
tables/figures/layout.
• Conceptual modular layout for the required
• Integrated into the facilitated Workshop
WRCRWA-owned recycled water infrastructure.
(Task 4) materials.

Task 4: Facilitated
Workshops with
Recycled Water
Committee

Three facilitated workshops to develop consensus
• Report-out summaries from the three
recommendations regarding:
workshops.
• Validation of projections and planning assumptions.
- Consensus decisions from
• Conceptual infrastructure requirements.
workshops.
• Limits and sizing of WRCRWA recycled system.
- Basis for Recycled Water
• Ownership model.
recommendations in Task 5.
• Cost allocation methods, cost recovery alternatives.
• Structure for internal transfers and outside sales.
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Proposed Scope and Deliverables (cont’d)
Tasks

Summary

Task 5: WRCRWA • Policy framework and policy
Recycled Water
principles to form the basis for
Policy
implementing WRCRWA’s recycled
Development
water program.

Task 6:
Implementation
Support –
Ordinances and
Resolutions
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• Codify WRCRWA’s recycled water
policies.

Outcome/Deliverable
• Completion of a Recycled Water Policy Memorandum
- Findings and recommendations from the workshops

- Proposed WRCRWA recycled water policies.
• Present recommendations and proposed policies to
Executive Committee and Board for concurrence.
• Proposed amendments to existing or new Recycled Water
Ordinances or Resolutions.

• Development with Administrator • Attend meetings of Executive Committee and Board to
and Counsel of needed
support adoption.
amendments or new recycled water
related Ordinances and Resolutions.

Proposed Schedule
Task 1:
Data Request
Review and
Analysis

Task 5:

Task 6:

WRCRWA Recycled Water Policy
Development

Implementation Support –
Ordinances and Resolutions

12 weeks

3 weeks 2 weeks
3 weeks

6 weeks

Task 2:

Task 3: Evaluation

Interviews with
Member
Agencies and
WRCRWA
Management

of Recycled Water
Availability and
Conceptual
Infrastructure
Requirements

6 weeks

Project
Completion
32 weeks

Task 4:
Three Facilitated Workshops with Recycled
Water Committee (every four weeks)
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D&W, WRCRWA and Agency Staff

D&W/Recycled Water Committee

D&W, WRCRWA Executive Committee and Board

Feedback, Questions and Next Steps
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www.dopudjawells.com
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